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Abstract

Recent years have witnessed a significant growth in networked virtual

environments (NVEs) which are increasingly popular and represent

a range of applications. Some online virtual worlds have a dedicated

purpose, such as Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOG), while

others implement more of foundational frameworks which are not nec-

essarily applications per se, but form platforms to create applications.

The latter type of NVEs is referred to as metaverses. One of the pre-

mier examples of the latter is Second Life from Linden Lab.

A significant shortcoming in current NVEs concerns the voice commu-

nication between virtual world participants. To enable the creation

of an aural soundspace around the user that matches the visual ex-

perience, audio streams sent by different speakers cannot be mixed

until they reach their destinations. I propose interactive spatial audio

dissemination protocols for NVEs in a peer-to-peer (P2P) manner.

This type of P2P media dissemination has not yet been significantly

investigated, and numerous challenging problems have to be overcome

– among them providing low latency, resilience to churn, effective load

balancing and rapid convergence – in such highly dynamic environ-

ments.

Additionally, user extensible NVEs/metaverses need an effective way

to disseminate massive and dynamic 3D contents (e.g., textures, ani-

mations, meshes, etc.) to online users, and at the same time maintain

low consumption of server bandwidth. P2P (or peer-assisted) tech-

nologies have been widely considered as a desirable complementary

solution to efficaciously offload servers in large-scale streaming appli-

cations. However, due to both the bandwidth constraints of heteroge-

neous peers and unpredictable access patterns of latency-sensitive 3D



textures, it is challenging to reduce the server bandwidth consumption

in metaverses without degrading the user experiences.

In this thesis I investigate the design of P2P-based interactive 3D me-

dia dissemination protocols that can satisfy the demanding real-time

requirements. Simulation results are presented that show the feasibil-

ity and utility of the design, which can achieve near-optimal system

reachability (for 3D audio), near-optimal server bandwidth consump-

tion (for 3D textures), and satisfy the tight latency constraints of

interactive 3D media under conditions of churn, avatar mobility and

heterogeneous user access network bandwidth.
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1

Introduction

1.1 Networked Virtual Environment (NVE)

The Internet has become an indispensable tool for people to interact on a global

scale. One type of large-scale interactive applications that is emerging on the In-

ternet are networked virtual environments (NVE) where a user can move her/his

representation (also known as an avatar) in a shared virtual world and interact

with each other. One of the most well-known examples of an NVE is Second

Life (www.secondlife.com), as shown in Figure 1.1(a). Such virtual worlds are

interesting for a number of reasons. Most importantly, some of these virtual

environments are not applications per se, but they form the foundation for the

creation of specific applications. For example, Second Life has been used for vir-

tual meetings, training and recruitment by large corporations such as IBM. The

term metaverse has also been used to describe such generic NVEs. Of course,

one of the biggest application areas for NVEs are games, also termed Massively

Multiplayer Online Games (MMOG) (see Figure 1.1(b)).

NVEs are an active field of research and present a plethora of technical chal-

lenges. Among them are scalability of network traffic and server environments,

end-to-end delay of user interactions, human-computer interface issues, visual

representations and more. For some of these problems considerable progress has

been achieved. For example the visual quality of the three-dimensional environ-

ments in these shared worlds is pleasing and constantly improving through better

hardware and software algorithms. However, the two areas that have been sorely

1



1. INTRODUCTION

(a) Second Life. (b) World of Warcraft.

Figure 1.1: Exemplar applications of NVEs: (a) Second Life, and (b) World of

Warcraft.

lagging behind are natural three-dimensional (3D) audio streaming and 3D tex-

ture streaming. The former aims to provide a 3D aural experience that matches

the corresponding visuals NVEs, and the goal of the latter is to minimize the

server bandwidth consumption for 3D texture dissemination without degrading

the user experience. In this thesis, I propose effective solutions for both issues.

1.2 3D Audio Streaming in NVEs

The most widely used mode of communication in NVEs is through text chat.

While this is a mature technology that is relatively easy to implement, it lacks

much of the natural and immersive characteristic that good-quality voice com-

munication could provide for users.

A number of monophonic1 voice communication approaches have been pro-

posed in the literature and some commercial systems exist (e.g., offerings from

Ventrilo and TeamSpeak). However, existing solutions, with few exceptions, fall

short in that they are based on centralized client-server architectures, which may

raise the problem of single point of failure and limited scalability as the number

1Monophonic or mono denotes that all the audio signals are mixed together into a single

stream which is routed through a single audio channel. The mixed audio stream contains no

level and arrival time/phase information that would replicate or simulate directional cues.

2
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1.2 3D Audio Streaming in NVEs

of online users scales up. In addition, they do not provide a 3D aural experience

for users that matches their visuals in NVEs, since the mono audio contains no

spatial information.

Physical World

(Positions)

Virtual World

(Positions)

Listener

Position

Speaker to recreate

spatial sound field

Speaker to recreate

spatial sound field

Spatial sound directions

Figure 1.2: Conceptual spatial sound field reproduction example with avatar

positions in the virtual space and user locations in the physical space.

The most important disadvantage of existing monophonic audio streaming

systems is that they are not designed to utilize the spatial information (e.g., lo-

cation, distance and directionality) between avatars. However, with a spatialized

voice service, users can more easily identify who is speaking if several people

surround them (see Figure 1.2). By matching users’ aural environment to their

visual perception more immediacy and dynamism is lent to their interaction with

others, providing an overall more immersive experience.

To achieve natural, immersive interactive communication for virtual world

participants two important concepts need to be realized:

• First, communication should naturally be enabled within a certain proxim-

ity of an avatar. More specifically, users are more likely to interact within a

3
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1. INTRODUCTION

close distance range measured in virtual coordinates. This concept, which is

commonly referred to as Area of Interest (AoI), has been well studied [1,2]

and used in Second Life. Once the AoI is defined, the users within the

same AoI are expected to be clustered to reduce delay and control message

overhead.

• The second component for natural interaction is the creation of an aural

soundscape that matches the visual landscape of an environment. Spatial-

ized, three-dimensional audio rendering is now possible on commodity per-

sonal computer hardware. While surround-sound speakers (e.g., 5.1 chan-

nels) can provide full 360 degree rendering, even stereo speakers are capable

of creating roughly a 180 degree sound field in front of the user. Libraries

such as OpenAL implement the signal processing algorithms necessary to

position sound sources in specific locations.

For interactive 3D audio stream dissemination, existing solutions can be cat-

egorized into two approaches: client–server and peer-to-peer (P2P) mixing. The

former utilizes a client-server (C/S) streaming model, where every node sends its

talk-spurts to a central server which then creates a personalized stereo mix for

each user and sends it back to its corresponding client (e.g., exemplar systems are

Vivox, Dolby Axon). This scheme is insensitive to churn, avatar mobility, and

access network bandwidth and provides users with relatively small one–hop laten-

cies. However, it requires immense server resources (both processing power and

network bandwidth). The latter mixes multiple audio channels into a mono chan-

nel (or stereo channels) along dissemination paths, whose dissemination topology

is typically based on a P2P model (e.g., AudioPeer [3], PeerTalk [4]). While mix-

ing reduces audio traffic significantly, it loses the spatial positioning information

of individual streams, i.e., the mixing process is irreversible (note that some audio

coding techniques such as Binaural Cue Coding (BCC) allow de-mixing with a

small amount of side information [5], but they are too computationally expensive

to be adopted in real systems.).

A third, alternative approach to build a dissemination topology is to lever-

age a distributed P2P topology. The benefits of a P2P architecture lie in its

scalability, i.e., the number of users that can be supported. In the C/S scheme,

4



1.2 3D Audio Streaming in NVEs

a centralized server with a FastE connection (100 Mb/s) can support approxi-

mately 4,000 concurrent users at a rate of 25 kb/s per stream (each user sends

one mono stream to the server and in turn receives one spatial mixed stereo

stream). Note that voice transmission bandwidth – while low compared to video

– is quite substantial compared to game control traffic. The same FastE connec-

tion could support an order of magnitude more users if only game control traffic

is exchanged. To give an indication of the potential of a P2P solution, PPLive

software architect Gale Huang reported the support of 250,000 users on their P2P

video streaming network (500 kb/s video stream rate) supplied from a single PC

with a 10 Mb/s connection [6]. While the details of our spatial audio system are

quite different from PPLive, its architecture can be expected to provide similar

scalability. In fact, since voice streams are generated in a distributed manner

in the network, strictly speaking no traditional server is necessary (except for

user account administration). Since a business FastE (or GigE) connection likely

incurs a significant expense, a P2P architecture represents an attractively cost-

effective solution that would allow even small and middle-tier game publishers to

offer spatial voice features.

This motivates me to build 3D audio dissemination topologies in a P2P man-

ner, such that network bandwidth of participating users can be utilized to de-

liver audio streams. A number of one-to-one, one-to-many and few-to-few audio

communication applications have used P2P topologies to disseminate streams

(e.g., [4, 7–10], Skype). However, these solutions are in general monophonic,

hence providing no audio spatialization. Furthermore, they often ignore ac-

cess bandwidth constraints to make the topology construction computationally

tractable [10]. One of goals of this thesis is to investigate P2P-based dissemi-

nation topologies for interactive 3D audio services in NVEs that can deliver 3D

audio streams from many speakers to many receivers (positioned within every

speaker’s AoI) while achieving low delay, accommodating system dynamics, and

respecting peers’ network bandwidth constraints. Since the bandwidth capacities

of users in a P2P network are limited and heterogeneous, a challenging problem

in this design is how to fully utilize users’ limited and heterogeneous network

resources to deliver interactive 3D audio streams within latency constraints of

interactive audio.

5



1. INTRODUCTION

1.3 Texture Streaming in NVEs

3D contents in metaverses (e.g., Second Life) are objects such as buildings, terrain,

and trees. Primitives (see Figure 1.3(a)) are the basic in-world building blocks,

and they provide the framework around which objects can be created. Textures

are essentially bitmap images that are used to provide surface coloring for objects,

as shown in Figure 1.3(b). Considering the fact that a significant portion (over

50%) of the metaverse server bandwidth is consumed by transmission of the

textures of 3D contents in metaverses [11], we focus on texture streaming in this

thesis and refer to 3D contents as textures throughout the thesis.

(a) Primitive. (a) Texture. (c) 3D object.

Figure 1.3: Composition of a 3D object in NVEs.

Unlike massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs), where users install the

whole static 3D contents in advance via DVDs or patches downloaded offline

from the Internet, the metaverses need to stream interactive 3D contents to users

live over the Internet, according to their visibility or interests. Because users in

metaverses can contribute to the metaverses by creating and uploading their own

objects which everybody can see and interact with. Consequently, when avatars

move around in a metaverse, their immediate environment will be downloaded

dynamically from the metaverse server to the corresponding users.

Most commercial metaverses (e.g., Second Life [12] and ActiveWorlds [13]) are

currently deployed using a client/server (C/S) scheme, where centralized servers

are used to maintain the states of metaverses and online users, and to distribute

contents (throughout the thesis, we use the term content, texture, and 3D content

6
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1.3 Texture Streaming in NVEs

interchangeably) to users. Since users do not store the entire virtual worlds, but

download the contents from dedicated servers when needed, the server bandwidth

costs can be huge when the amount of contents and the number of online users

increases. For example, according to the economic report from Second Life [14]

in the third quarter of 2010, the user hours (i.e., the sum of the combined length

of all user sessions) per month is roughly 35 million hours. From Tables 7.2

and 7.3 in Section 7.6.1, we can observe that the average amount of texture data

sent from the servers per user hour is 263 MB. Therefore, roughly 9 petabytes

(PB) of texture data will be delivered from the servers to users monthly. As

a consequence, one of the most important and formidable challenges facing the

metaverse providers is to reduce the server bandwidth consumption.

A natural way to offload servers is to utilize bandwidth and caches of online

users using P2P technologies, i.e., enable online users to serve one another. With

the assistance of peers (we use the term peer, avatar and user interchangeably

thereafter), the server bandwidth cost can be reduced, and the scalability and af-

fordability of the system can be improved. More specifically, a peer can download

the required contents from other peers via sending requests to them, which may

send back the corresponding contents if they have available bandwidth. In order

not to degrade the user satisfaction of metaverses, all the required contents need

to be downloaded within a certain latency constraint measured in seconds. If a

peer fails to download the required textures from other peers within the latency

constraint, it will send the requests directly to dedicated servers, thus consume

bandwidth on the server side. Since the server is not replaced but complemented

by the peers, we refer to such systems as peer-assisted systems. To minimize the

server bandwidth cost, peers need to select appropriate peers as their content

providers, respecting the available bandwidth of peers and latency constraints of

the requested contents.

Peer selection strategies, which are based on P2P technologies and aim to

reduce the server bandwidth consumption through selecting appropriate content

providers for each peer, have been extensively studied in peer-assisted media

streaming systems. Note that the media contents in both live and on-demand

streaming systems are viewed as one-dimensional (i.e., time) data files. Each

peer is assumed to request the media contents sequentially. In texture streaming
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systems, however, the contents are viewed as data files that are stored in a multi-

dimensional space (i.e., locations). In addition, peers have different download and

upload capacities in practice (see Figure 7.3), and they download the contents

on demand according to their behaviors per se, such as walking, running and

flying in metaverses. These unpredictable and non-linear request patterns in peer-

assisted texture streaming systems with heterogeneous peers make the design of

peer selection strategies much more challenging compared with media streaming

systems.

Additionally, a practical peer selection strategy should be performed by all

the peers in a decentralized manner. I believe the peer selection strategy in such

peer-assisted texture streaming systems can be characterized in a game-theoretic

setting, and thus inherit its decentralized and practical nature. Specifically, re-

quests sent by peers can be viewed as players in a game, where each is associated

with a weight which is the size of the requested texture. Each player in the game

is selfish and will try to minimize her own cost. In other words, peers will send

their requests to underloaded providers.

This motivates me to design a light-weight, decentralized game-theoretic peer

selection strategy for peer-assisted texture streaming systems with heterogeneous

peers. The proposed peer selection strategy needs to be able to minimize the

server bandwidth consumption while respecting the latency constraints of tex-

tures. In addition, it should have a rapid convergence rate due to churn, unpre-

dictable request patterns of textures, and time-varying bandwidth capacities of

online users. It is important to point out that I seek to reduce the server band-

width consumption via fully and optimally utilizing the available network capac-

ities of peers, hence the focus of this thesis is not on incentive mechanisms [15]

which, however, aim to increase the available network resources.

1.4 Challenges and Investigation Goals

1.4.1 3D Audio Streaming

Providing P2P-based interactive 3D audio services for NVEs is very challenging,

mainly due to the following three reasons. Firstly, a large amount of network
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bandwidth is required to deliver the audio streams, since a speaker may need to

send the audio stream to multiple receivers. Note that the technique of audio

mixing can reduce the bandwidth usage by mixing multiple audio streams into

a single mono stream, and then distribute the mixed stream to all recipients.

However, this will result in a loss of spatial information (e.g., location, distance,

and directionality)1. Therefore, audio streams should be delivered in a many-to-

many manner, i.e., multiple streams need to be sent and received at each user.

To this end, the P2P-based 3D audio dissemination topologies should be well de-

signed to achieve high system reachability, defined as the fraction of the receivers

that successfully receive their streams, via efficiently utilizing the bandwidth of

participating peers.

Secondly, all the interactive audio streams have tight latency constraints and

must be delivered within a certain time limit. Specifically, the specified max-

imum acceptable one-way latency in an interactive audio application is about

200 ms [16]. If the one-way latency is higher than that, users will find it dis-

turbing and the quality-of-service starts to suffer. Therefore, the audio delivery

path from senders (i.e., speakers) to receivers should be as short as possible. Due

to the bandwidth constraints of participating peers, the desirable dissemination

topologies should minimize the overall average latency of audio streams, in the

meantime, maintaining high system reachability.

Thirdly, the NVEs are highly dynamic and heterogeneous environments due to

both the equipments of the participating users which have heterogeneous band-

width and the system dynamics, which can be categorized into system churn

(users leave and join the system freely), avatar mobility (users move freely) and

the unpredictable speaking patterns (users speak freely). Therefore, the audio

dissemination topologies need to be robust such that the quality-of-service (i.e.,

delay, jitter and interrupt rate) will not be vulnerable to the system dynamics.

1Spatial audio mixing or binaural cue coding technique can preserve all spatial cues of input

streams, but are not widely used in multi-hop overlay networks due to its higher processing

requirements.
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1.4.2 3D Texture Streaming

Peer selection strategies, which aim to reduce the server bandwidth consumption,

have been extensively studied in peer-assisted media streaming systems, includ-

ing live [17,18] and video-on-demand (VoD) [19,20] P2P streaming applications.

However, current peer selection strategies for those live or VoD P2P streaming

systems cannot be easily applied to 3D content streaming in metaverses, due to

the unpredictable and non-linear content request patterns of participating users.

More specifically, in live P2P streaming systems, every peer has the same

content request pattern and it does not usually request the contents that precede

the playback timestamp (assuming the downloaded contents have been stored in

the caches of users if back-seeking is allowed). In VoD P2P streaming systems,

every peer can (mostly) predict the contents it needs in the near future. Therefore,

the media contents in both live and VoD streaming systems can be regarded as to

one-dimensional (i.e., time) data files. In 3D texture streaming systems, however,

the contents are viewed as data files that are stored in a multi-dimensional space

(i.e., locations). As a result, the to-be-required contents of metaverse users cannot

be predicted precisely due to the avatar mobility. In other words, metaverse users

with different download and upload capacities need to download the contents on

demand according to their locations, visibility and interests.

Furthermore, the number of potential content providers for each peer in live

or VoD P2P streaming systems is large in general, and thus the sets of content

providers of peers are less overlapped (results in less conflicts). However, in

3D texture streaming systems, the potential content providers of a peer (e.g.,

an avatar) are mostly its neighbors in the virtual world, hence the number of

potential content providers is small and the sets of content providers of peers are

highly overlapped.

Consequently, the design of peer-assisted 3D texture streaming is much more

challenging compared with live or VoD P2P streaming systems. Besides, prior

research on peer selection strategies in peer-assisted texture streaming systems

has paid little attention to the issue of optimally utilizing the bandwidth of het-

erogeneous peers while respecting the latency constraints of textures, hence it is

impractical.
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1.5 Contributions

For 3D audio streaming in NVEs, I proposed two different types of solutions.

One is a Intra-AoI tree approach [21,22], which is based on traditional multicast

tree technology. The Intra-AoI approach is straightforward but has sub-optimal

performance in terms of system reachability and end-to-end latency. Moreover,

it is vulnerable to system dynamics.

To overcome these limitations of these tree-based solutions, I introduce the

novel designs of P2P-based 3D audio dissemination topologies that applies the

concepts of game theory – unweighted congestion game (UCG) and weighted

congestion game (WCG). Two game-theoretic solutions (termed UCG and WCG,

respectively) have been proposed in this thesis, which have resulted in the follow-

ing important contributions related to 3D audio dissemination in NVEs:

1. Maximizing the system reachability. Consider that the aggregate

available bandwidth of the enclosed peers varies across different AoIs, thus

the creation of intra-AoI dissemination trees [21] [22] results in sub-optimal

performance. By introducing the concept of location-unrestricted helper

nodes in the proposed game-theoretic solutions to relay audio streams I

proved that the expected system reachability is maximized when the loads

of helpers are balanced proportionally to their bandwidth capacities. I

proposed two distributed load balancing algorithms that implement this

concept.

2. Satisfying tight latency constraints. Low end-to-end delay is a re-

quirement in interactive audio streaming applications. To this end, the

intra-AoI distribution tree algorithm is based on shortest path tree (SPT)

algorithm, which can achieve a relative low latency. Due to the bandwidth

constraints of peers, the intra-AoI distribution tree algorithm will be out-

performed by C/S solutions in terms of latency performance. The proposed

game-theoretic solutions, however, can surpass the latency performance of

C/S solutions since every audio delivery path has zero or one intermediate

node.
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3. Adapting to system dynamics. System dynamics are a significant chal-

lenge in P2P systems. The performance of intra-AoI distribution tree algo-

rithm will be severely affected by the avatar mobility, since the intra-AoI

distribution tree is built according to the end-to-end latency between neigh-

bors of the speaker. However, the game-theoretic solutions can moderate

the impact of peer joins and leaves by utilizing two or more helper nodes.

Furthermore, because helpers are not restricted to be located within AoIs of

speakers, avatar mobility is mitigated and connections can last longer (re-

sulting in less maintenance overhead). Significantly I prove that the conver-

gence of our load balancing algorithm is achieved rapidly within O(log logn)

time intervals given a population of n peers, thus resulting in a very scalable

solution.

In this thesis, I introduce a peer-assisted 3D texture streaming system that

minimizes the server bandwidth cost without degrading the end-user satisfac-

tion. I formulate the problem of server bandwidth minimization problem as a

congestion game, and use the concept of congestion games to design a simple but

effective peer selection strategy. The proposed algorithm is light-weight, and can

efficiently utilize the bandwidth of heterogeneous peers in a decentralized manner

by enabling each peer to repeatedly update its content providers independently

and concurrently. I evaluate the algorithm through an extensive comparison

study based on simulations using realistic texture information and avatar mobil-

ity traces collected from Second Life. As shown by our simulation results, the

proposed algorithm can effectively reduce the server bandwidth cost and increase

the scalability of metaverses.

1.6 Organization of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis describes our approach in detail. We will start with

a survey of the related work and techniques in Chapter 2. Research topics in

the thesis are described in Chapter 3. Two different approaches for 3D audio

streaming, as a starting point of my research in this area, are given in Chapters 4

and 5, respectively. Peer-assisted texture streaming topologies are discussed in
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Chapter 7. Evaluation results of the proposed approaches for 3D audio and tex-

ture streaming are presented in Chapters 6 and 7, respectively. Finally, Chapter 8

draws conclusions and outlines future work in this space.
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2

Existing Work

Recall that the focus of this thesis is how to deliver interactive 3D media in

networked virtual environments (NVEs) using network resources of the partici-

pating users. The key idea is to maximize the system performance via effectively

utilizing the limited network resources of the users in P2P overlay networks.

In this chapter, I first describe the existing work on P2P overlay networks,

based on which the 3D media dissemination topologies in this thesis was pro-

posed. Then some current media (video and mono audio) streaming topologies

are discussed. Finally, existing work on 3D media streaming are discussed.

2.1 P2P Overlay Networks

Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks can be regarded as to abstract overlay networks,

which are built upon the application layer, on top of the native or physical network

topology. Such overlays are used for indexing and peer discovery and make the

P2P networks independent from the physical network topology. In addition, P2P

overlay networks can be regarded as distributed systems in which all peers can

act as forwarders and end systems, and all communication is symmetric. The

participating peers, termed nodes, can establish network connections with each

other in P2P overlay networks. Based on the ways that the nodes in the overlay

network are linked to each other, the P2P overlay networks can be categorized

into two types: 1). unstructured, and 2). structured P2P overlay networks.
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2.1.1 Unstructured P2P Overlay Networks

Unstructured P2P networks are formed in cases when the overlay links among

peers are established arbitrarily. Such networks can be easily constructed such

that a newly joined peer can contact the nodes that an existing peer has already

connected, thus form its own links in the overlay network. In an unstructured

P2P overlay network, if a peer wants to find a desired piece of data in the network,

the query has to be flooded through the network to peers by relay. In particular,

if a peer receives a query that it cannot satisfy, it will forward this query to every

peer linked with it. This is time-inefficient because the queries for the contents

that are not widely replicated may be sent to a large fraction of peers until the

contents are found.

Another disadvantage of the unstructured P2P overlay networks is that the

queries may not always be resolved. Popular contents are likely to be found at

several peers, thus the queries for those contents can be easily resolved. But if

a peer is looking for rare data shared by only a very few other peers, then it is

highly unlikely that the query will not be resolved. Since there is no correlation

between the location of a peer and the content it has, there is no guarantee that

flooding will find a peer that has the desired data. Besides, flooding also incurs

a high amount of signaling traffic in the network since a peer will forward the

queries it cannot resolved to all the peers that it connected with. There are many

popular unstructured P2P networks such as Gnutella [23].

Considering that efficient peer and object discovery is required in the proposed

algorithms to deliver media contents with tight latency constraints, unstructured

P2P overlay networks are not considered to be employed by the proposed algo-

rithms, and will not be further discussed in this thesis.

2.1.2 Structured P2P Overlay Networks

The structured P2P overlay networks, on the contrary, employ a globally consis-

tent protocol to ensure that any node can efficiently route a search to some peer

that has the desired data, even if the data is extremely rare. More specifically,

the P2P overlay network assigns keys to data items and organizes its peers via

a graph which maps each data key to a peer. Such a guarantee necessitates a
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more structured pattern of overlay links. By far the most common type of struc-

tured P2P network is formed using the distributed hash table (DHT) [24], where

a variant of consistent hashing is used to assign the ownership of each file to a

particular peer, in a similar way that a traditional hash table assigns each key to

a particular array slot.

In a structured P2P overlay network, each peer and to-be-stored object is

randomly assigned a long identifier which can uniquely identify the peer or the

object with a high probability. This approach enables peers to find their required

data in an efficient way, thus structured P2P overlay networks are desirable for

the proposed algorithms in this thesis. A lot of research has been conducted in

this area. Pastry [25] is used as an example in this chapter to show how the nodes

in structured P2P overlay networks discover other nodes (i.e., peers), objects, and

how the node join and leave events are handled.

• Node identification and locating. In Pastry, the identifiers of the nodes

(node ids) and the objects (keys) can be thought of as a sequence of digits

in base 2b (b denotes the integer chosen by the administrator). In order to

locate a node in Pastry, each node will maintain a routing table to support

message forwarding. In particular, to send a message (with key M) from

S to D, the sender first computes the longest prefix match between M and

S, e.g., l digits, then she will choose a node in her routing table who has

a longer prefix match (i.e., l + 1 digits). Therefore, the number of possible

destination nodes will be reduced by a factor of 2b. That is, if there are N

nodes in Pastry, every query can be resolved within log2bN steps.

Besides the routing table, each node also maintains a set of leaf nodes (leaf

set) as well as a set of neighbor nodes (neighborhood set). The leaf set is a

set of nodes whose identifiers are numerically closest to the local node. The

neighborhood set, on the other hand, is a set of nodes who are closest to

the local node according to the proximity metric. It is worth noting that

the neighborhood set is not used in routing messages but to maintain the

locality property of Pastry.

• Node arrival and departure handling. The nodes in Pastry detect

the failures of nodes by sending keep-alive messages to others. Specifically,
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each node periodically sends keep-alive messages to its neighbor nodes and

leaf nodes, such that all the leaf nodes of the failed node will be notified

immediately, and update their leaf sets accordingly. However, the nodes

in the routing table entries of the failed node will be updated lazily. In

particular, if a node contacts a node in its routing table but receives no

responses, the failure of the node will be detected. To repair the failed

routing table entry Rd
l at row l and column d, the node contacts the rest of

nodes in the same row and retrieves the entries of those nodes for Rd
l . If no

entries are found, the node will contact nodes in the next row, so on and so

forth. It has been showed in [25] that this procedure is highly likely to find

a node if one exists.

When a node, e.g., ni, joins a Pastry network, it will contact a nearby node,

e.g., nj , in the Pastry network. Node nj then routes a special message whose

key is the id of the newly-join node ni. This message will finally reach a

node, e.g., nk. Then node ni will import the mth row of the routing table

of the mth node in the routing path from ni to nk, and copies the leaf set

of nk to its own leaf set.

2.2 Content Delivery Topologies over P2P Over-

lay Networks

As mentioned above, P2P overlay networks have been of interest in the research

community for a decade. Numerous file-sharing systems based on its concepts

have been developed [26]. The applicability of P2P overlay networks to the prob-

lem of media streaming has been well investigated [9,17–20]. In P2P multimedia

streaming systems, the audio or video streams consist of small data blocks. Each

block has a numerical sequence number by which the corresponding receivers can

correctly reorder the received blocks for playback. In addition, there is a play-

back deadline for each block, which is supposed to be delivered to the destinations

within the latency constraints. Due to the dynamic nature of users’ uptime and

limited bandwidth, it is very challenging to provide robust and scalable transmis-

sion topologies for such systems.
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The P2P media dissemination topologies can be categorized into three types:

single multicast tree, multiple multicast trees and mesh. All of these topologies

are built upon P2P overlay networks as discussed in the previous section. Com-

pared to IP multicast, which relies on the routers supporting IP multicasting,

these P2P media topologies are deployed at the application layer where users can

act as both forwarders and receivers in the multicast session. Therefore, P2P

media dissemination topologies are application-level multicast (ALM) topologies

which can be easily deployed over the Internet. Three typical ALM algorithms

for media dissemination will be briefly summarized in this chapter.

2.2.1 Single Multicast Tree

A simple and straightforward content delivery topology is the single multicast

tree topology. That is, a multicast tree is constructed for a multicast group. One

example of the single multicast tree topology is Scribe [27].

When a multicast tree is created in Scribe, the node whose id is numerically

closest to the group id will act as the rendezvous point for the multicast group,

and this rendezvous point is the root of the multicast tree. Intermediate nodes

in the multicast tree are called forwarders, each of which will maintain a set of

children who will receive the content from the forwarders.

If a node wants to join the multicast group, it needs to route a ‘JOIN’ message

with the group id to the rendezvous point of the multicast group. All the nodes,

except for the rendezvous point and the newly joining node, along the path of

the JOIN message will be added to the group as the forwarders of the multicast

group. If the JOIN message first arrived at an existing forwarder, then the newly

joining node will be accepted as a child of the forwarder. In a single multicast

tree, the contents are disseminated from the rendezvous point to all the members

of the group.

The members of a multicast group are maintained through probing heartbeat

messages from each intermediate node to its children. If a child does not reply,

she will be deleted from her father’s children table. If a child did not receive

heartbeat messages from her forward for a period of time, she will route a JOIN

message to the rendezvous point to re-join the multicast group.
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The main advantage of this simple multicast tree topology is that the multi-

cast tree can be easily deployed over the Internet due to its simplicity. When a

node wants to create a multicast session, it just needs to create a CREATE mes-

sage with the group id as the key, and send this message to the Pastry network

(Scribe is based on Pastry [25]). The destination of the CREATE message is the

rendezvous node of the to-be-created multicast session. All the nodes that want

to join the multicast group need to send the JOIN messages to the corresponding

rendezvous node in the Pastry network.

There are three disadvantages of this single multicast tree topology. Firstly,

the single tree structure is vulnerable to the system dynamics (i.e., churn) and the

failures of the nodes in the topology. Secondly, the network resources are utilized

non-uniformly in the P2P network such that the intermediate nodes in a multicast

tree will have much higher bandwidth cost, and communication overheads than

the leaf nodes. Lastly, as every node has only one content provider (i.e., the

father node) in the multicast tree, the incoming throughput of the leaf nodes will

be significantly affected by the outgoing bandwidth of their father node.

2.2.2 Multiple Multicast Trees

Note that the intermediate nodes in a single tree multicast, as shown in the above

section, carry the load of forwarding data to their downstream nodes (i.e., leaf

nodes). It may incur some problems if those intermediate nodes do not have

enough out-going bandwidth to forward contents to their downstream nodes.

Hence the throughputs of leaf nodes are constrained by the intermediate nodes in

the multicast tree. Moreover, the out-going bandwidth of leaf nodes are not fully

used to delivering contents, and thus the network resources are not efficiently

utilized.

To circumvent these drawbacks of the single multicast tree topology, re-

searchers have used multiple multicast trees to deliver multimedia contents. Split-

Stream [9], for example, uses multiple separated multicast trees to disseminate the

media contents. It divides the to-be-sent contents into multiple streams (denoted

by stripes), and then constructs multiple multicast trees. Each multicast tree

is used to disseminate one single stream, and any node in the multicast session
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will at most be an intermediate node of one multicast tree. In other words, an

intermediate node in a tree cannot be an intermediate node in the other multicast

trees.

Since a multicast tree is formed by the routes from all the nodes to the ren-

dezvous node, the numerical identifiers (id) of all the intermediate nodes will have

some common digits with the group id of the tree. Remember that, in the routing

table of each Pastry node, entries in the ith row have i common digits (in base 2b)

with the node. Therefore, all the intermediate nodes in a multicast tree will have

at least one common digit. By choosing b, SplitStream can at most divide the

content into 2b streams. It should be noted that the media content is encoded

using MDC (Multiple Description Coding) so all the streams are independent

of each other. MDC allows receivers to obtain different subsets of the data but

still maintain a decodable stream. Furthermore, a receiver can obtain progres-

sive quality enhancements if it receives more streams, i.e., the more streams it

receives, the higher quality it can obtain.

SplitStream can utilize the network resources more efficiently compared to

the single multicast tree topology, since the leaf nodes of a multicast tree can be

intermediate nodes of other multicast tree.

The disadvantages of SplitStream are three-fold. Firstly, the complexity of

multiple multicast tree construction is high, especially when the trees are not well

balanced. Secondly, compared to the single multicast tree topology, it consumes

much more bandwidth to maintain those multicast trees and it has a higher

latency in case of node dynamics (i.e., node joining, leaving) and node failures.

Lastly, each multicast tree will affect the decoding quality of all the receivers.

It may also result in low decoding quality since the media content is divided

into multiple streams using MDC, and each stream is disseminated separately

to all the receivers. The latency of multicast trees can be quite different from

each other due to the physical topology of Internet. If some multicast trees have

high latency, it will result in a big problem that the streams delivered by those

trees become useless for receivers due to the time constraint of real-time media

applications.
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2.2.3 Mesh

We see that a leaf node’s throughput is determined by its unique father in a

multicast tree. A lot of problems will be posed in the tree structure. For example,

any loss high up the tree will reduce the bandwidth lower down the tree (if the

transport protocol is TCP or related), and the incoming throughput of a node is

limited by its unique father. Moreover, the tree structure is vulnerable to system

dynamics and node failures.

Mesh topology is a remedy solution such that a node can download data from

multiple upstream nodes simultaneously (e.g., Bullet [28]). This can utilizes the

network resources of all the participating users more efficient than tree structures,

and adapt to the system dynamics.

Since a node can receive contents from multiple upstream nodes in a mesh, the

data in those upstream nodes should be disjointed as much as possible. Otherwise

a lot of bandwidth is wasted to transmit duplicated data. Therefore, each node

in the mesh will purposefully disseminate disjoint objects to other nodes. The

portion of data a child node can receive is proportional to the number of its

descendants and the available bandwidth between the child node and its father.

Bullet uses RanSub [29] to locate disjoint objects within the mesh. Each Bullet

node will receive a random subset which consists of all the nodes excluding its

descendants (in the basic multicast tree). In order to recover the missing data

from an upstream node without receiving duplicate packets, each node uniformly

divides the sequence space in its current working set (which contains the sequence

number of received packets) and then sends the requests to its upstream senders

separately.

Compared to the single multicast tree topology (e.g., Scribe) and the multiple

multicast tree topology (SplitStream), Bullet constructs a mesh to disseminate

content to receivers which can receive contents from different upstream nodes si-

multaneously. The mesh topology can efficiently utilize the outgoing bandwidth

of all the nodes in the system. In addition, Bullet uses the TCP friendly rate

control protocol to transmit data which can fairly allocate bandwidth for down-

stream nodes and remedy the loss events that occur at the upstream nodes.
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Since each receiver in a mesh topology needs to reconcile the received data

packets to avoid receiving duplicate copies, it is desirable that every node sends

disjoint objects to its children. When the number of children is small1, it is hard

to maintain the diversity of objects. Moreover, communication and computing

overheads are incurred for reconciliation among multiple upstream nodes. Lastly,

since mesh of Bullet is constructed based on a multicast tree, it is also vulnerable

to node dynamics and failures.

2.3 3D Audio Streaming

Recent interest in NVEs (e.g., metaverses and virtual worlds) has resulted in

a lot of research that has been conducted in the area of application-level game

infrastructures for Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOG) [2, 30–36].

The currently favored design for transmitting game state information in NVEs

is based on a client-server architecture that partitions the game world into many

different game zone regions (often based on a grid layout). Each game zone is

handled by one server machine to achieve load balancing across the cluster in

terms of computations and network game traffic. Regions may be statically or

dynamically assigned to servers [30].

One natural inclination is to extend the same client-server architecture to

support interactive voice communication. An alternative approach is to use a P2P

distribution architecture, which utilizes network resources of participating users.

We can further differentiate between voice communication systems that provide

monophonic audio and those that support spatialized, proximity audio. Table 2.1

categorizes existing voice streaming systems into four quadrants along two axis’:

client-server (or proxy) versus peer-to-peer, and monophonic versus spatialized

audio. I will briefly describe some representative work of each quadrant.

• Client-Server & Mono Audio. From a technical perspective, this cat-

egory represents the most traditional approach. For NVE applications,

where the user is already situated in front of a computer, voice-over-IP

1It is true in reality that peers have much more incoming bandwidth (for downloading) than

outgoing bandwidth (for uploading).
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Monophonic Audio Spatialized Audio(3D)

Client-Server or Proxy Ventrilo,TeamSpeak DiamondWare, DICE [37]

Peer-to-Peer Skype,AudioPeer [3] Proposed in this thesis

Table 2.1: Categorization of interactive audio streaming techniques.

(VoIP) systems are the natural choice. Some such systems are completely

separate from any games, while others are targeted towards virtual worlds

and provide some form of integration (e.g., the commercial offerings from

Ventrilo and TeamSpeak).

• Peer-to-Peer & Mono Audio. Peer-to-peer application-level multicast-

ing or streaming topologies have become popular and successful academic

prototypes and commercial systems have been built. One natural benefit

of P2P is that each participating node contributes resources such as mem-

ory, bandwidth and processor cycles, which allows for very scalable designs.

Some existing systems in this category are completely separate from any

NVE application (e.g., Skype, AudioPeer [3] [38]), while others are tar-

geted towards virtual worlds and provide some form of integration. In a

P2P design distributed stream mixing needs to be performed [4]. Several

P2P overlay multicast designs have been evaluated by Castro et al. [9].

From the perspective of NVEs, the most important shortcoming of these

monophonic systems is that they do not take advantage of the location,

distance or the directionality between user avatars in the virtual world.

Therefore, the aural environment does not match the visual perception of

the user and – while functional – does not provide a seamless experience.

Consequently, the work that is more related to our approach is concerned

with providing an immersive, 3D aural environment. Spatialized audio

rendering is now possible on commodity personal computer sound cards and

is widely used for local (i.e., non-streaming) game sound designs. Libraries

such as OpenAL allow for efficient rendering implementations and interest is

growing to use spatialized sound in interactive communication applications.
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• Client-Server & 3D Audio. With a client-server topology, 3D audio ren-

dering is supported by capturing mono streams at each client and forward-

ing them to the central server for processing. There, complete information

about all avatar locations is available and a personalized 3D sound mix is

rendered and packed into a stereo stream to be sent back to each client.

However, with this approach significant audio bandwidth and computa-

tional power for signal processing is required at the server. This can easily

place an undue burden on the already taxed game server infrastructure.

Boustead and Safaei [39] have surveyed a range of delivery options includ-

ing central-server. They concluded that the capacity of central server will

be an scalability barrier, and some form of distribution, such as peer-to-peer

and hybrid model would be beneficial. To remove the central server bottle-

neck some proxy-based solutions [40] have been proposed to load-balance

the bandwidth and processing load (e.g., DICE [37]). In this infrastruc-

ture, a group of users in a given geographical location are assigned to a

geographically nearby server, which is referred to as a proxy, is responsi-

ble for the creation audio scenes for its attached participating users either

using unicast or multicast. A commercial product in this space is offered

by DiamondWare (which has been licensed by Vivox). In addition, Skype

multiparty audio conferences currently support up to 25 people at a time,

including the host due to the constrained server bandwidth, the client-server

scheme is not a desirable solution for 3D audio streaming in NVEs, where

multiple speakers need to send their audio streams to multiple receivers at

the same time.

• Peer-to-Peer & 3D Audio. To the best of my knowledge there exists

no comparable platform to the fully decentralized, peer-to-peer architecture

that I am proposing for spatial audio streaming in this thesis. The closest

variants are the proxy-based solutions mentioned in the previous paragraph.

I expect that improved audio capabilities will become increasingly impor-

tant to catch up with the visual developments of virtual worlds as more

academic and commercial entities seek to build multimodal shared virtual
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spaces for person-to-person interaction in mass populated online communi-

ties.

The work that is most related to my research is concerned with many-to-many

spatial audio streaming applications, where every bandwidth constrained user can

receive multiple audio streams from different speakers concurrently. Up to now,

only little work has been done to address on the three important challenges in

spatial audio interaction over NVEs.

To maximize the utilization of upload bandwidth, an approximation algorithm

is proposed in [41] which constructs a depth-2 multicast tree (i.e., the depth of

the tree is at most 2) for each user in a centralized manner. More specifically,

the algorithm proposed in [41] first accommodating the nodes that have high

requirement (e.g., large number of neighbors), but only little upload capacity

(and hence can use only few relay nodes), and then it proceeds in a greedy

fashion and allocates the bandwidth requirements (i.e., forms multicast trees)

of nodes in non-increasing order of the ratio ri/ci, where ri, and ci denote the

requirement and the capacity of node i, respectively. However, this solution

only considers the static case where the number of recipients for each speaker

is fixed and known as a priori. Hence, the system dynamics will incur frequent

re-computation operations at the server which requires a lot of computational

resources, and thus is not desirable in practice.

In this thesis, I propose two types of solutions based on P2P technologies. The

first one is the Intra-AoI approach [21], where a minimum latency tree (MLT) is

constructed at each speaker. The root of each MLT, i.e., the speaker, can only

utilize the upload bandwidth of its recipients. Inevitably the system reachability

will degrade significantly as the number of speakers increases. Moreover, the QoS

will degrade as well due to the changes of the dissemination topology resulting

from system dynamics. To further improve the system reachability, cross-tree

adjustment technique (i.e., CTA) is proposed to allocate the bandwidth on the

conflict nodes incurred by multiple speakers.

As described in [39], many factors influence the appropriateness of the delivery

architecture including: the characteristics of the virtual environment, rate of
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movement, distribution and density of avatars. No current solutions (i.e., client-

server, peer-to-peer, and hybrid model) can achieve high system reachability and

low latency at the same time, Hence I propose two game-theoretic approaches

which can achieve both the near-optimal system reachability, and nearly the

same low latency of the client-server approaches.

2.4 Texture Streaming

Peer-to-peer or peer-assisted 3D streaming systems for networked virtual envi-

ronments have been studied recently [42] [43] [44]. They allow peers to store the

3D contents they receive in caches, and share their network resources and caches

to serve others.

Hu et al. [42] proposed FLoD, which is the first framework for peer-assisted

3D streaming in metaverses. FLoD enables each peer to send its requests to a

randomly chosen AoI neighbor which may send the 3D contents to the peer, thus

reduce the server bandwidth cost. If the AoI neighbors fail to respond, the peer

will send the requests to the server. To minimize the server bandwidth cost in

FLoD respecting the bandwidth constraints of peers, Chien et al. [44] proposed

a bandwidth aware peer selection algorithm, named BAPS, that improves the

utilization of peer bandwidth via bandwidth reservation. In particular, BAPS

allocates the upload capacities of peers into channels and each peer will select the

provider that in the currently connected channels; if the provider is overloaded, it

will pick a peer from AoI neighbors as the provider; if that fails, it will randomly

select a peer beyond of the AoI; eventually the request will go to the server if no

appropriate provider is found consuming the bandwidth of the server. Varvello

et al. [43] proposed a structured P2P architecture (implemented on the top of

Kad [45]) where all the 3D objects are stored in the participating peers instead of

centralized servers. Peers need to query their required objects in Kad, and wait

for the data before rendering those objects in their virtual environments. This

pure P2P architecture suffers from low consistency (due to the query delay) and

persistency (due to the avatars’ mobility).

Our objective is to minimize the server bandwidth cost by enabling peers to

rapidly select the underloaded content providers in a decentralized manner. The
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key idea is to balance the loads of peers. A number of algorithms have been

proposed for dynamic load balancing, which is modeled as a weighted conges-

tion game with selfish and non-cooperative users. A steady state in this context

is a pure Nash equilibrium, in which no user is willing to change her/his strat-

egy. Since the idea of using a potential function to measure the closeness to a

Nash equilibrium was introduced by Even-Dar et al. [46], a number of proto-

cols (e.g., [47] [48]) have been proposed to balance the loads sequentially, i.e.,

the migration events take place one at a time, and costs on users are updated

immediately. More recently, concurrent protocols (e.g., [49] [50] [51]) for load

balancing have been proposed to improve the convergence time by allowing users

to change their strategies concurrently. We adopt the concept of these load bal-

ancing techniques by applying it to peer selection strategy in peer-assisted 3D

streaming systems.

The proposed peer-assisted texture streaming system distinguishes itself from

all existing systems in the following two important aspects. First, I consider

the latency requirements of 3D contents, and design a light-weight peer selection

strategy to minimize the server bandwidth respecting the latency constraints of

contents and the bandwidth constraints of peers. Second, the peer’ bandwidth is

optimally utilized in a decentralized manner.
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Research Overview

In this chapter, I will outline the research topics that I have addressed in this

thesis. To the best of my knowledge, there exists no comparable platform to the

architecture that we are proposing for P2P-based 3D audio streaming over NVEs.

My goal is to design a server-less 3D audio streaming architecture for NVEs while

leveraging the scalable properties of P2P distribution topologies and achieving a

low delay, accommodating system dynamics, and respecting the network band-

width constraints of heterogeneous peers.

Note that the objective of peer-assisted texture streaming is to minimize the

server bandwidth consumption through efficiently utilizing the network resources

of the participating users. However, current live or VoD P2P streaming ap-

proaches cannot be easily applied for texture streaming applications in NVEs

due to the unpredictable and non-linear request patterns of users. In this thesis,

I investigate the feasibility of applying game-theoretic approaches to 3D con-

tent delivery in NVEs, and propose a game-theoretic peer selection strategy for

peer-assisted texture streaming applications over NVEs.

3.1 Intra-AoI Multicast Tree Approach for 3D

Audio Streaming

The multicast tree approach is a straightforward technique to deliver media data

to a large number of receivers, and it has been extensively applied to large-scale
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media streaming applications. In these applications, there is only one or little

amount of fixed sources but a large number of receivers. In contrast, every user

in NVEs can speak at any time any where, and this can result in a large number

of senders as well as a large number of receivers. In addition, a user may receive

multiple audio streams from different speakers at the same time, which mimics

the communications in the real world environments.

My objective is to support live mass interactive 3D audio communication in

NVEs. Therefore the content delivery topology I am proposing in this thesis

is to disseminate audio streams from speakers to all their receivers (users in

their AoIs) as soon as possible. Due to the limited bandwidth of users, not

all users can successfully receive the audio streams they are supposed to. An

optimal multicast tree should be constructed for each speaker respecting to the

bandwidth constraints of all the participating users, and achieving the minimum

average latency. This problem can be formulated as a degree-bounded minimum

shortest path tree problem which has been proved as a NP-hard problem [52].

Although some recent works [10, 53, 54] have proposed approximate solutions

to this problem, my work will differ from those previous work such that I focus on

multiple multicast trees, which make it more difficult since the multicast trees may

influence each other. I propose an Intra-AoI dissemination tree topology, called

MLT [21], which utilizes the upload bandwidth of neighbors of each speaker via

constructing a heuristic Minimum Latency Tree (MLT) rooted at the speaker.

Recall that MLTs are constructed based on the neighbors of speakers in NVEs.

As well as joining or leaving the NVEs, avatars are moving around in NVEs at

will and the set of neighbors of every avatar will be updated frequently and

unpredictably. Consequently, it is difficult to maintain the multicast trees in

NVEs, since the state messages need to be exchanged more frequently within

AoIs, and this may increase the network load. In addition, multicast trees need

to be modified more frequently which may increase the computational complexity.

In [55,56], a centralized algorithm is proposed to adjust the edge weight changes

in the shortest path tree. However research on multiple overlapped multicast tree

adjustment still need to be conducted to further improve the performance. To

this end, I propose a heuristic distributed algorithm [22] which is performed at
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each user and enables users to dynamically adjust the multicast trees respecting

to the bandwidth limits of neighbors.

The proposed design is targeted to delivery 3D audio with scarce network

resources. Stream mixing can applied to increase the number of successful re-

ceivers. However some spatial information (i.e., locations of speakers) could be

lost when mixing is applied. Boulstead et al. [57] have introduced a foreground

versus background distinction that places more importance on the accurate sound

rendering from close sources. This concept can be combined with clustering and

incorporated into the design of 3D audio streaming to further improve the system

reachability.

3.2 Game-theoretic Approaches for P2P-based

3D Audio Streaming

Game theory has been widely used to model both the behavior of participants

in P2P networks, and the efficiency of P2P networks. This enables the design

of dissemination topologies which allows each user to operate individually and

simultaneously, and achieves an optimal performance with respect to bandwidth

limits of users, churn, and avatars’ mobility in NVEs. Therefore, I believe that a

3D audio streaming system can be characterized in a game-theoretic setting, and

thus inherit its decentralized and practical nature.

Note that the convergence rate of distributed algorithms is a particularly im-

portant factor for enhancing the performance of time-critical applications (e.g.

media streaming) running on large networks such as the Internet. My goal is

to design game-theoretic distributed algorithms for 3D audio dissemination that

achieve fast convergence to a near-optimal performance in terms of system reach-

ability and end-to-end latency.

Considering that users have heterogeneous bandwidth limits, I design two

game-theoretic algorithms to utilize users’ bandwidth in two different ways: 1).

Firstly, I propose an abstraction layer on the top of the P2P overlay network, and

all the helpers (derived from users in the P2P overlay network) in the abstraction

layer are used to forward audio streams. By setting the capacity of every helper
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to a fixed value, I transform the heterogeneous problem into a homogeneous

problem, i.e., how to use these helpers with the same capacity to deliver 3D audio

streams. 2). On the other hand, I propose a fully distributed game-theoretic

algorithm which targets the heterogeneous problem directly. I prove that both

algorithms converge to an approximately balanced state from any prior state

within O(log log n) rounds, where n is the number of users. The evaluation of

both algorithms will be shown in Chapter 5.

3.3 Game-theoretic Approach for Peer-assisted

Texture Streaming

For peer-assisted texture streaming in NVEs, I formulate the problem of server

bandwidth minimization problem as a congestion game, and design a peer selec-

tion strategy to enable peers to efficiently utilize the network resources. Different

to the game-theoretic approaches for 3D audio streaming, I use a different game

model which is calibrated to model the server bandwidth minimization prob-

lem. In addition, I use different techniques to prove the convergence rate of the

proposed approach, which will be detailed in Chapter 7.
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Intra-AoI Approach for P2P 3D

Audio Streaming

In this chapter, I will introduce a straightforward approach for P2P 3D audio

streaming over NVEs. This is the starting point of my research, and the goal is

to delivery the audio streams from speakers to their receivers while respecting the

bandwidth limits of the participating users. A multicast tree, termed MLT (i.e.,

Minimum Latency Tree), is constructed for each speaker. Since all the members

of the multicast tree reside in the AoI of the speaker, this approach is called

Intra-AoI approach. To further improve the reachability (which is defined as the

fraction of the receivers that successfully receive their streams.), audio mixing

and cross-tree adjustment (CTA) techniques can be applied in the Intra-AoI tree

approach.

With traditional voice conferencing only a single, mono channel is required

and the voices of different participants can be mixed together at appropriate node

locations within the network. However, proximity 3D audio requires that multiple

voice channels be kept separate until they are rendered and merged into a three-

dimensional aural voice field on the participant’s client computer. Consequently,

3D voice traffic is voluminous and may consume more bandwidth compared with

other types of game traffic, and thus the design of an architecture for 3D audio

streaming presents formidable challenges.

Firstly, to create an immersive audio experience for users, audio streams from

different speakers need to be rendered according to the spatial and directional
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relationship between receivers and speakers in the virtual world. Therefore, audio

streams cannot be mixed until they reach their destinations. This indicates that

each speaker needs to construct a multicast tree, and an avatar in the NVE may

receive multiple audio streams from different speakers at the same time. Since an

avatar can be in multiple multicast trees, a challenging problem is how to allocate

the bandwidth of corresponding users.

Secondly, the physical movements of the avatars naturally control the audio

stream distribution through the underlying streaming topology. An avatar can

stroll through the virtual setting listening to conversations of interest and speak-

ing to other avatars when desired. This may incur frequent changes of multicast

trees, since the movement of avatars has significant impact on the distribution

topology.

Finally, the end-to-end delay from the source to the receiver(s) needs to be

minimized so that meaningful real-time interaction can occur. The delay perfor-

mance of an overlay multicast tree is determined by several factors such as link

quality, topology configuration, bandwidth capacity. A streaming architecture

must carefully minimize the delay based on all these different parameters.

I feel that a successful solution will enable capabilities beyond what is in ex-

istence today. The shared space will much more realistically imitate a physical

setting by adjusting sound, volume and directionality according to avatar proxim-

ity and position. Because the audio distribution within the virtual environment

is based on proximity and hence localized, a massive scale is possible that cannot

be achieved with traditional voice conferencing.

Before I detail the Intra-AoI approach, I will briefly review the relevant con-

cepts of area of interest (AoI) modeling for the hearing range and spatialized

audio rendering as they relate to the approach.

Area of Interest Modeling. In NVE-type applications, the area of interest

(AoI) of a user is usually defined as the space around the user in this shared

virtual world where interaction, either between users or between user and the

world, is likely to happen. Previous research has explored the temporal and

spatial locality for interaction among users in large-scale systems [1, 2]. It has

been shown that users are more likely to interact with each other when their
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positions are close in the virtual world. I believe that this observation extends to

streaming services in NVE-type applications, i.e., users who share their AoIs are

also more likely to stream from each other. In our audio streaming application

scenario, the AoI corresponds to the hearing range of each avatar. I currently

model the hearing range as a circular area centered at the user’s position. In

reality large objects (such as walls, buildings, etc.) may obstruct the audio field.

However, I will use the simplified, circular model initially and expand my work

to include a more accurate sound environment in the future. I currently do not

explicitly model different levels of audio volume within the AoI. The audio volume

could be attenuated towards the edge of the hearing range. This can be achieved

in the rendering engine, based on the distance information that is available for

each audio source.

Spatialized Audio Rendering. Audio rendering to position sound sources

across a spatial volume is now available on commodity personal computers. Such

capabilities are usually contained in software libraries that can take advantage of

different sound card hardware and transducer setups. For example, audio may be

rendered via 2, 5.1, 6.1, 7.1 speakers, or via headphones. Most existing 3D sound

processing modules require that the audio from different sources is kept separate

until rendered. There are algorithms to re-generate 3D immersive audio from

only one or two audio input channels, but the results are not very satisfactory.

Because the send and receive network capacity for each node in a peer-to-peer

network is limited and heterogeneous, it becomes very challenging to utilize the

network resources effectively to deliver several separate audio streams while at

the same time keep the overlay delay bounded.

4.1 System Model

The NVEs that I am considering operate on two different planes (see Figure 1.2).

The physical space consists of routers connected by links. The end systems are

connected to this network at different points through access links. The overlay

network is modeled as a graph G(V,E), where V is the set of vertices and E =

V × V is the set of edges. Each vertex v ∈ V represents a user or end system.
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Every edge e ∈ E denotes the unicast path between the two end vertices of the

edge.

The virtual space is represented as a 2D square of side-length l and formalized

as a dynamic graph. Each avatar uses coordinates 〈x, y〉 ∈ [0 . . . l, 0 . . . l] to

represent its location in the virtual world. The distance between two avatars is

defined as the Euclidean distance between them. There is a one-to-one mapping

between users in the physical space and avatars in the virtual space. The term

node is referred to both a user in the physical space and an avatar in the virtual

space. In the rest of the chapter we will use the terms node, user, peer, and

avatar interchangeably.

For identification purposes each node has a unique global id in the virtual

space. For example, node i is denoted by ni. The users (avatars) in an NVE

can move in the system at will and any two users can communicate with each

other when their distance is less than r, which is the radius of a node’s area-

of-interest (AoI). The AoI (i.e., hearing range) of an avatar is represented as a

circle centered at the avatar’s position, with the AoI radius being equal for all

avatars. An avatar v1 within an avatar v0’s AoI is termed a neighbor of v1 (see

Figure 4.1 for examples). The set of neighbors of node vi, denoted by Ni, is the

set of receivers of the audio stream sent by vi. It is assumed that location and AoI

information of each node are maintained at the game server. In addition, every

user periodically exchanges information (i.e., bandwidth usage and end-to-end

latency) with its neighbor nodes. Existing algorithms and methods exist for this

purpose and I do not provide any details in this thesis.

The access link of each node can sustain a certain upload and download band-

width (which usually is asymmetric). The upload/download capacity is measured

in units, where 1 unit is defined as the required bandwidth for a single audio

stream and measured in bits/s. In this thesis, I assume that audio communica-

tion may only use a certain fraction of the available bandwidth and that the rest

is allocated to the game traffic. The upload and download capacity of node i,

as the number of audio streams it can send to or receive from other nodes, are

denoted as uout
i (outdegree) and uin

i (indegree), respectively.

Transmission of any audio stream is restricted within the AoI of the speaker

who sent the stream. That is, all nodes outside of the hearing range of the
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: Speakers (Senders)

: Listeners (Receivers)

Figure 4.1: Intra-AoI 3D audio dissemination topology with three speakers, v0, v5

and v12.

speaker will not receive or forward the audio stream. Therefore when a node

starts speaking, all its neighbor nodes are candidate receivers for the audio stream

sent from the speaker. Due to the bandwidth limits of the neighbor nodes and

the speaker, only a fraction of the candidate receivers, called successful receivers,

may actually be able to receive the stream. The system reachability is defined as

the fraction of the receivers that successfully receive their streams.

The goal is to form a distribution topology through which each sender can

successfully reach all of the receivers within its AoI. Multiple topologies have

been suggested for this purpose in the past, for example meshes, rings, trees,

and multi-trees. One important objective of the design is to respect the upload

and download capacities of each node. Oftentimes, existing work on peer-to-peer

streaming either considers artificial or no bandwidth limits for end systems. The

Intra-AoI approach is based on spanning trees, since tree structures provide a

good compromise between the maximum path length (which affects the end-to-

end latency) and the in- and outgoing bandwidth required at each node. The
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Term Definition

G Completed graph representing the virtual space

V Set of all nodes in G

E Set of edges in G

S Set of senders in G

Ni Set of neighbors of node vi, vi ∈ V

uini Download capacity of node i

uouti Upload capacity of node i

L(i, j) End-to-end latency of path from node i to node j

Ti Multicast tree rooted at node i, Ti is represented by adjacency-list

model.

V (Ti) Set of nodes in Ti

Di(j) Set of descendants of node j in Ti

Corei Set of non-leaf nodes of Ti

Leafi Set of leaf nodes of Ti

Oi Set of unsuccessful receivers of Ti.

Table 4.1: List of terms used in the Intra-AoI approach.

main challenge is that many variants of degree-constrained minimum spanning

trees (including Intra-AoI trees) have a high computational complexity (or are

NP-complete [58–61]). Next I will state the problem more formally and then

investigate solutions that are augmented with heuristics.

4.2 Problem Formulation

Recall that avatars in an NVE can speak at will, there are usually multiple

speakers at any time. Based on the assumption that every avatar within the

AoI of the speaker is supposed to receive the audio stream, the P2P 3D audio

streaming problem can be treated as a many-to-many audio streaming problem

where every node in the overlay network could be the source of one audio stream

and the receiver of one or several others. Since the set of receivers is (usually)

different for each sender, an applicable solution is the construction of a forest

of multicast trees, with the trees rooted at all the senders. Furthermore, the
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indegree and outdegree of every node in the overlay network is bounded. The

define the problem as constructing a forest of degree-bounded minimum latency

multicast trees :

Given an undirected graph G = (V,E) representing the virtual space, degree

bounds uin
i and uout

i for each node vi in V , and a set of senders S in V . Construct

a minimum latency multicast tree (e.g., Ti) for each sender (e.g., vi) such that

the maximum system reachability R is achieved. That is,

Maximize: R =
∑

i∈S

Ri (4.1)

Minimize:
1

R

∑

i∈S

∑

j∈Ni

L(i, j), (4.2)

Subject to:
∑

j∈V

e(j, i) ≤ uin
i , ∀i ∈ V (4.3)

∑

j∈V

e(i, j) ≤ uout
i , ∀i ∈ V, (4.4)

where Ri, i ∈ S denotes the reachability of the multicast tree rooted at sender

vi, and e(j, i) is a indicating variable indicating whether node j is transmitting a

audio stream to node i. L(i, j) refers to the end-to-end latency of the path from

node i to node j.

4.3 The Intra-AoI Tree Approach

Finding an optimal solution to the multi-objective problem stated above is very

challenging. Combining the different objectives into one scalar goal and finding

a Pareto optimal point may not be feasible due to the computational complexity

that is introduced by the degree bounds. Therefore, our proposed method is to

find a solution via a multi-stage process.

Fortunately, the streaming of audio samples has a characteristic that can help

us to reduce conflicts in the in- and outdegree usage. A conflict occurs when

the upload (or download) bandwidth required for a node exceeds its upload (or

download) capacity, as shown in Eq. 4.4 and Eq. 4.3 respectively. Recall that not

all candidate receivers may be able to receive the stream due to degree constraints,
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multiple streams may be merged (i.e., mixed) together by combining their digital

sample values. The resulting stream requires the same bandwidth as each of the

input streams. As shown in Figure 4.2, node i can mix two audio streams (denoted

by AS(vm) and AS(vn) respectively) together and send the mixed stream (ASmix)

to node j. In this way, one outdegree of node i and one indegree of node j are

saved while node j can still render the two streams. The spatial information of

the mixed stream is derived from the spatial information of original streams and

the receiver. However, spatial information loss may occur in this process.

vi

vj

AS(vm) AS(vn)

AS(vm)

AS(vm)

AS(vn)

AS(vn)

vi

vj

AS(vm) AS(vn)

ASmix ASmix

ASmix

Figure 4.2: Audio streams mixing.

Two important issues arise with stream mixing. First, the mixing process

is irreversible which means the combined streams cannot be split again. As a

result, streams should only be mixed under specific circumstances which will be

described in a subsequent section. Second, some spatial information loss may

occur due to the mixing process. Recall that each audio source is associated

with a sender location in the virtual space. When merging two sound streams

their spatial locations also must be combined. For example, node j cannot dif-

ferentiate the locations to the two speakers (senders of the two audio streams)

based on the mixed stream. To minimize the error one may associate the merged

stream with a ‘phantom’ source located in the middle between the two original

sources. The spatial information loss of the stream merging procedure will be

quantified in the experimental section. Note that spatial information loss of a

closely positioned source may be more noticeable than for a source located at
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a greater distance. However, more investigation is necessary to quantify such

detailed effects adequately.

With the addition of the stream mixing procedure the optimization goals of the

Intra-AoI approach are: (1) maximizing the system reachability, (2) minimizing

the end-to-end latencies and (3) minimizing the spatial information loss when

some streams are mixed. The Intra-AoI approach is divided into two processes.

The first process is performed on every speaker. Subsequently the second process

is executed on the neighbors of each speaker.

Process 1: MLT Construction. This process is executed at every speaker,

and it has three phases with the goal of creating a intra-AoI multicast tree Ti

rooted at the speaker i while respecting the in- and outdegree limits of all the

nodes within the AoI of i (i.e., the speaker and its neighbors). During this process

the nodes within the AoI of the speaker are partitioned into three disjoint sets

denoted by Leafi, Corei andOi. Leafi contains all the leaves of tree Ti, and Corei

is defined as V (Ti)− Leafi. Oi contains all the receivers that were unsuccessful

in connecting to Ti due to the in- and outdegree constraints of nodes in V (Ti)

(see Figure 4.3 for an example). At the end of this process the nodes in Leafi

and Oi will be notified to execute the process 2.

Process 2: Audio Stream Mixing. This process is executed at the re-

ceivers. During this process, unsuccessful receivers and leaf nodes in the intra-

AoI multicast tree Ti, i.e, Leafi and Oi, can select nodes in the core of Ti to mix

streams for them. The goal is to improve the reachability. If there are two or

more nodes in the core that can mix streams for the unsuccessful node, the one

which results in the least spatial information loss is chosen.

4.3.1 MLT Construction

Now I will elaborate on the details of the MLT construction process. As an

assumption, the state information is exchanged periodically among nodes such

that every node is aware of information about its neighbors (i.e., the latency

matrix, and available outdegrees and indegrees within the AoI). With the state

information of its neighbors, each node can construct a intra-AoI multicast tree

using three sub-phases of MLT construction, the output of which is a partitioning
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of all the nodes within the AoI of speaker i into three sets: Corei, Leafi and Ui.

As illustrated in Algorithm 1, the MLT construction process works as follows:

Algorithm 1: Process 1 of Intra-AoI approach - MLT construction.

1 foreach i ∈ S do

2 Oi ← ∅, Leafi ← ∅, Corei ← ∅;
3 foreach j ∈ Ni do

4 if
∑

k∈V e(j, k) = uj then

5 Oi ← Oi ∪ {j};

6 Ti ← MulticastTreeConstruction(i, Li, Ni);

7 Ti ← MulticastTreeAdjust(Ti);

1. In the first phase of MLT construction process, the unsuccessful receiver set

Oi is derived from all the neighbors that have no more available indegrees

(they may be participating in other multicast trees), as shown in lines 3-5

of Algorithm 1.

2. During the second phase a Intra-AoI tree is constructed based on all the

nodes within the AoI of the speaker i expect the nodes in Oi, and rooted at

the speaker. Here we employ a traditional algorithm such as minimum span-

ning tree [62] (MST) in this phase, i.e., MulticastTreeConstruction(i, Li, Ni)

(indicated by line 6 of Algorithm 1), where Li and Ni are the latency matrix

and the set of neighbors of speaker i. In this stage, a MLT is constructed

by combining all shortest paths from each speaker to its neighbors without

considering the bandwidth limits of the neighbors, and it ensures that all

the successful receivers observe the minimum latency. The time complexity

of MLT construction is O(|Ni| log |Ni|), where |Ni| denotes the number of

neighbors of speaker i.

3. Note that these standard algorithms do not respect the in- and outdegree

limits, the traditional MST algorithm is modified in the third phase such

that the number of MST members is maximized with respect to the in-

and outdegree limits of nodes. After this step, not all neighbors are able
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Figure 4.3: The two processes of the Intra-AoI approach.

to attach to the tree. Therefore MulticastTreeAdjust(Ti) (line 7 of Algo-

rithm 1) is applied in the third phase to maximize the reachability. The

heuristic method used in MulticastTreeAdjust(Ti) (line 3 of Algorithm 2)

calculates a contribution value (CV) for each node in the MST, and the

CV of a node reflects the maximum number of nodes that can be reached

in its subtree under conditions of its in- and outdegree bounds. In other

words, the contribution value is the weight of the node, denoting how many

number of descendants it can forward the audio stream to according to

the upload/download bandwidth limits of thenode. As illustrated in Al-

gorithm 3, a depth-first search (DFS) is performed to calculate the CV of

each node in the MST that was constructed in the second phase. At last,

nodes in Oi will be attached to Ti to improve the reachability, as shown in

line 21 of Algorithm 1.

The time complexity of MulticastTreeAdjust(Ti) is O(|Ni| logNi + 3Ni).

Specifically, the loops of lines 1-3 and lines 16-20 require O(Ni) time. Lines

5-15 apply a breadth-first search, and thus takeO(Ni) time. ComputeCV(Ti, CV )

(shown in Algorithm 3) takes O(Ni logNi +Ni) time. As a result, the total

time complexity of MLT construction is O(2Ni logNi + 3Ni).

The example shown in Figure 4.3 illustrates the overall process. All the nodes

within the AoI of speaker v1 will be partitioned into three sets: Core1, Leaf1

and O1. After the MLT construction process, Core1 = {v1, v2, v5}, Leaf1 =
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Algorithm 2: MulticastTreeAdjust(Ti) in Process 1 of the Intra-AoI ap-

proach.

1 foreach j ∈ V (Ti) do

2 CV [j]← 0;

3 ComputeCV(Ti, CV, i);

4 Let M ← {i};
5 foreach j ∈ M do

6 Let count be min(aj, |Ti[j]|), where aj and |Ti[j]| denote the available

oudegree of j and the number of children of j in Ti, respectively;

7 Sort Ti[j] by the value of CV;

8 while count > 0 do

9 Ti ← Ti − {Ti[j][0]} −Di({Ti[j][0]});
10 Ti[j]← Ti[j]− {Ti[j][0]};
11 M ← M + {Ti[j][0]};
12 count← count− 1;

13 if |Ti[j]| 6= 0 then

14 Oi ← Oi + Ti[j] +Di(Ti[j]);

15 M ←M − {j};
16 foreach j ∈ Ti do

17 if |Ti[j]| > 0 then

18 Corei ← Corei + {j};
19 else

20 Leafi ← Leafi + {j};

21 Ti ← AttachToTree(Oi);

{v3, v4, v9, v10}, and O1 = {v6, v7, v8}. Each node in Core1 and Leaf1 will be

assigned a CV by Algorithm 3. In this example, node v2 only has 1 available

outdegree but it has two children in T1, i.e., nodes v5 and v8. By Algorithm 2, it

will choose the node which has the largest value of CV (node v5 in the example)

as its receiver, and as a result, node v8 will be moved to O1. At last, after

Algorithm 2 is executed, all nodes are partitioned into three sets, and the sender
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Algorithm 3: ComputeCV(Ti, CV, j) in Process 1 of the Intra-AoI ap-

proach.

1 visited[j]← 1;

2 if |Ti[j]| = 0 then

3 CV [j]← 0;

4 return;

5 foreach k ∈ Ti[j] do

6 if visited[k] = 0 then

7 ComputeCV(Ti, CV, k);

8 CV [j]← CV [j] + CV [k] + 1;

v1 will send messages to nodes in O1 to trigger audio mixing process.

4.3.2 Audio Stream Mixing

As described above, when a node becomes a speaker, it will send the audio stream

through the Intra-AoI tree it maintains. Due to the in- and outdegree bounds

of the neighbors, some candidate receivers may not be able to receive all their

streams. The audio mixing technique is applied to further improve the reacha-

bility by mixing two or more audio streams without violating the rule that each

avatar can only hear from other avatars within its AoI.

To initiate the audio mixing process, the speaker i will broadcast a message to

nodes in Oi to trigger the mixing node selection. As shown in Algorithm 4, every

node j in Oi will search for a node in Corei which can mix audio streams for it

based on Theorem 1. Furthermore, if two or more nodes in Corei can accomplish

the mixing, the node which will result in less spatial information loss is chosen.

The objective of audio mixing is to further increase the reachability while at

the same time saving network resources. A drawback of this approach is that it

will cause some spatial information loss for some nodes, since it is a irrevocable

process. However, I think it is generally preferable to receive a stream, albeit

slightly misaligned in space, compared to receiving no streams at all.
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Theorem 1. Let vj be a node in Leafm or Um of speaker nm. Let vi be a node in

Coren. The stream sent by vn can be mixed at vi if and only if vi ∈ Corem∧ vj ∈
Tm[i] ∧ vj ∈ Leafm, where vm, vn ∈ S are two different speakers.

Proof. I prove the audio mixing theorem by contradiction. If vi can mix the audio

streams for vj, the following conditions should be satisfied: (1) vi, vj ∈ Nm ∩Nn,

where vm, vn ∈ S denote two different speakers. That is, both vi and vj must

be neighbor of at least two speakers, since a mixing operation needs at least two

audio streams. (2) vi ∈ Corem, vj ∈ Dm(vi). That is, a node (e.g., vj) should be

a descendant of the other node (vi), since the mixed stream (ASn + ASm
1) that

vj received should be forwarded by vi. (3) vj ∈ Leafm. Since the descendants

of vj in Tn may not be in the AoI of vm, which means they should not receive

the mixed stream, vj should be a leaf node in Tm. Otherwise, vj will forward the

mixed stream (ASm+ASN ) to descendent nodes in Tm, and this may violate the

rule that only neighbors can receive the audio stream. (4) vj ∈ Tm[i]. That is,

node j is a child of node i in Tm. If there is one or more nodes on the path from

vi to vj in Tm, and these nodes are not the members of vn, the two streams ASm

and ASn cannot be mixed at vi. As a result, the four conditions can be combined

into the expression vi ∈ Corem ∧ vj ∈ Tm[i] ∧ vj ∈ Leafm, where vm, vn ∈ S are

two different speakers.

Algorithm 4: Process 2 of the Intra-AoI Approach - Audio Mixing.

1 foreach j ∈ Oi do

2 Mj ← ∅;
3 foreach k ∈ Corei do

4 if ∃n ∈ S, k ∈ Coren ∧ j ∈ Tn[k] ∧ |Tn[j]| = 0 then

5 Mj ←Mj + {k};

6 Sort Mj in a non-decreasing order of ∠ijn;

7 Mixing the audio streams ASi and ASn at node Mj [0];

1ASm could be a mixed stream.
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4.4 Cross-Tree Adjustment (CTA) for the Intra-

AoI Approach

As described in the preceding sections in this chapter, I have proposed an Intra-

AoI approach [21], which is based on local tree adjusting (LTA) algorithm (i.e.,

MLT construction) designed to maximize the reachability while keeping the la-

tency for those receivers as low as possible. This straightforward approach can be

quickly employed at each speaker, but it is unfair to new speakers. Because LTA

can fully utilize the available network resources for each speaker to construct an

Intra-AoI tree, and the network resources may be overspent by existing speakers.

In this section, I present a heuristic cross-tree adjustment (CTA) algorithm

to address this fairness issue by constructing and adjusting multiple Intra-AoI

trees using a greedy approach. With CTA, speakers construct multicast trees

incrementally. The newly constructed multicast tree and the existing multicast

trees who have overlapped node with the new tree will be adjusted to respect

to the bandwidth limits of nodes. The simulation results demonstrate that CTA

can outperform LTA both in terms of reachability and the ratio of receivers that

experience the minimal latency.

4.4.1 Problem Formulation

Recall that CTA addresses the fairness issue, the problem can be formulated to

a NP-complete problem – constructing a forest consists of multicast trees rooted

at all the speakers such that (1) the system reachability is maximized, and (2)

the average latency of all the receivers is minimized:

Maximize: R =
∑

i∈S

Ri (4.5)

Minimize:
1

R

∑

i∈S

∑

j∈Ti

L(i, j) (4.6)

Subject to:
∑

j∈V

e(i, j) ≤ uout
i , ∀i ∈ V, (4.7)

where the first optimization objective is to maximize the system reachability

subject to nodes’ bandwidth limits. It should be noted that the limits of download
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bandwidth of nodes are relaxed. Based on a realistic upload/bandwdith capacity

dataset collected from dslreports.com [63], users usually have asymmetric network

connections such that they have much more download bandwidth than upload

bandwidth, thus we assume the download bandwidth is not the bottleneck of

the system. Once the first objective is satisfied, the average latency of those

successful receivers is to be minimized.

It is important to note that the Intra-AoI approach treats MLTs individ-

ually, while CTA enables multiple MLTs to corporate to improve the system

reachability. Instead of achieving the two objectives sequentially, CTA makes a

compromise between the two objectives. The key challenge of CTA is how to al-

locate the upload bandwidth of heterogeneous nodes for multiple Intra-AoI trees

(MLTs) they are associated with.

4.4.2 Overview of CTA

With CTA, the multicast tree for each speaker i, Ti, consists of a shortest path

tree (SPT), denoted by T spt
i , and other orphan nodes attached to it. Hence, T spt

i is

a subgraph of T i, i.e., T spt
i ⊆ T i. As shown in line 6 of Algorithm 1, the temporal

multicast tree for speaker vi is defined by T tmp
i , which is a SPT constructed

without considering in- and outdegree bounds of nodes. The heuristic is that

the larger |Ti ∩ T tmp
i | is, the more likely the multicast tree will have both high

successful receiving ratio and low average latency. Therefore the goal of CTA is

to maximize |Ti ∩ T tmp
i | for all multicast trees in the system.

The newly multicast tree, Ti (for speaker i), is constructed in two stages.

Firstly, once a new speaker i starts speaking, a temporal multicast tree, T tmp
i ,

for speaker i is constructed (by Algorithm 2) based on information of its neigh-

bors (every node is aware of available bandwidth of its neighbors and end-to-end

latency between any two neighbors via periodical state information exchange).

T tmp
i is constructed without considering upload bandwidth limits of nodes within

its AoI. The time complexity of construct T tmp
i is O(|Ni| log |Ni|) when Fibonacci

heap is applied.

After T tmp
i is constructed, post-order tree traversal (with time complexity

O(|Ni|)) is applied to divide the nodes of T tmp
i into different sets. Let T 0

i = T tmp
i ,
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Figure 4.4: Temporal multicast tree construction and node partition.

then T 1
i denotes the SPT which is deduced by removing all leaf nodes of T 0

i to

V 0
i . By parity of reasoning, T n+1

i is deduced by removing all leaf nodes of T n
i , and

at the same time those leaf nodes are grouped into V n
i , V

n
i = V (T n

i ) \ V (T n+1
i ),

as shown in Figure 4.4.

In the second stage, CTA is applied, and the upload bandwidth of nodes

that have conflicts will be re-allocated using CTA. Some edges in T 0
i or other

existing multicast trees which have overlapped intermediate nodes with T 0
i will

be removed in this step. The idea is allocating the upload bandwidth of those

conflict nodes to maximize |T spt
i |. Different from the Intra-AoI approach which

constructs multicast trees for new speakers independently, the to-be-constructed

multicast trees with CTA will incur adjustments of existing multicast trees that

have overlapping conflict nodes with the newly constructed multicast tree.

There are two processes for CTA: 1). Voting process, which votes potential

edges that need to be removed, including edges in the local multicast tree and

other existing multicast trees. 2). Allocation process, which allocates upload

bandwidth for all nodes and modifies the topologies of multicast trees according

to the voting results from the first process. Now I will describe the two processes

in detail.

4.4.3 Voting Process

Recall that each node in a multicast tree has only one forwarding node which is

responsible for delivering the audio stream to the node. If the edge between the
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node and its forwarder is removed, the node and all its descendant nodes will not

receive the stream anymore. The weight of an edge, w(e), is defined as the number

of descendant nodes. For example, as shown in Figure 4.4, w(e(v4, v7)) = 1 and

w(e(v1, v2)) = 4 since there is only one down-stream node e(v4, v7) can support

while e(v1, v2) can support four descendant nodes. The weight of every edge

(e.g., w(e(j, k))) in T 0
i is computed at its end vertex (i.e., vk), since every node

has only one father in T 0
i . Weights of all edges are computed in a bottom-up

manner, starting from nodes in V 0
i to V m−1

i , where m is the length of the longest

path.

Every node i has a global weight set, denoted by W g
i , which stores the outgoing

edges and their weights in existing multicast trees. That is, every entry of W g
i is

a edge-weight pair. For example, let a entry of W g
i be W g

i [k], then the edge and

its weight are denoted by W g
i [k].edge and W g

i [k].weight, respectively. It should

be noted that the size of W g
i is determined by its outgoing bandwidth limits,

that is, |W g
i | ≤ uout

i , where uout
i is the outgoing bandwidth limit of node i. In

addition, W g
i is sorted in a non-increasing order of weights. Every node j in

a newly constructed SPT (e.g., T tmp
i ) has a temporal local weight set (denoted

by W l
j) which stores the same type of information as W g

j does, and it would be

merged into W g
j afterwards. W g

j is initialized when the node join the system, and

W l
j is initialized during the post-order tree traversal in the temporal multicast

tree construction.

The voting process starts from the leaf node set V 0
i , as shown in Algorithm 5

(lines 2-3). In non-leaf node sets, nodes without conflicts will be processed first.

If a non-leaf node vj has no conflicts (Algorithm 5, lines 6-7), it will calculate

wj (wj = w(e(f(j), nj))) and propagate it to its forwarder’ local weight set, i.e.,

W l
f(j), where f(j) denotes the father node of j. For a non-leaf node vj with

conflicts, all the remaining upload units of vj will be allocated to edges in T 0
i , as

shown in line 10 of Algorithm 5. Furthermore, some upload units of node j to

tree T 0
i , which are indicated in Bj while being occupied by other SPTs, will be

re-allocated as shown in line 12 of Algorithm 5. Note that Bj is defined as the

backup unit set of vj, and will be explained later. If all upload units of the conflict

node, vj, are allocated to nodes in SPTs, wj is calculated and propagated to f(j).

When some remaining local edges have larger weights than edges in W g
j , upload
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Algorithm 5: Voting Process.

1 Ti ← T 0
i ;

2 foreach j ∈ V 0
i do

3 W l
f(j)[j].weight← 1;

4 foreach j ∈ V x
i , x = 1, ... do

5 if node j has no conflicts then

6 wj ←
∑

k∈W l
j
W l

j [k].weight;

7 W l
f(j)[j].weight← wj ;

8 else

9 Let a be the number of available upload units of node j;

10 wj ← a > 0?
∑a−1

k=0W
l
j [k].weight : 0;

11 if Bj 6= ∅ then
12 b←UnitReallocate(Bj, wj, a, |W l

j |);
13 if a 6= uj then

14 UnitSchedule(wj ,W
l
j ,W

g
j );

15 W l
f(j)[j].weight← wj + 1;

16 Update(Ti);

unit scheduling algorithm, as shown in line 14 of Algorithm 5, will be applied to

calculate wj and propagate it to the forwarder’s local weight set, W l
f(j). Finally,

Ti is updated (Algorithm 5, line 16) by removing the remaining edges in W l
j and

their down-stream edges and nodes.

Now let’s look at how CTA allocates upload units of conflict nodes cross

multicast trees, as shown in line 14 of Algorithm 5. Let vs be the speaker of the

tree Ts, which has a overlapped conflict node, vj with tree T i (the speaker is node

i). Let vz refers to a descendant node of vj both in T 0
i and T spt

s (subtree of Ts),

and vz is a conflict node in T 0
i . If vz does not exist, or nz is a leaf node in T spt

s ,

the upload unit allocated for the edges in Ts will be re-allocated to the edges in

Ti (Algorithm 6, line 6) since the re-allocation may bring in more receivers that

have minimum latency. As a result, a tuple (vj , e(W
g
j [k].edge)) will be inserted

into E, which is defined as the set of to-be-removed global edges set. E will be
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Algorithm 6: UnitSchedule(wj ,W
l
j ,W

g
j )

1 k ← |W g
j | − 1, x← 0, E ← ∅;

2 while x < |W l
j | do

3 if W g
j [k].weight < W l

j [x].weight then

4 Let vs be the speaker of tree Ts that the edge W g
j [k] belongs to;

5 Let vz be a descendant node of node j in tree Ti that has conflict;

6 E ← (vj ,W
g
j [k].edge);

7 if vz 6= ∅ and vz 6∈ Leaf(T spt
s ) then

8 if vz has been processed in the voting process then

9 if vz ∈ T spt
i then

10 Propagate ∆z from vz to vj ;

11 else

12 Propagate ∆z from vz to vy;

13 Propagate ∆′
z from vy to vj;

14 else

15 wj ← wj +∆z;

16 Bz ← Bz + {(vj , s)};

17 else

used to adjust other multicast trees in the the allocating process.

If vz is a forwarder in T spt
s , the occupied upload units at vz for T spt

s may be

re-allocated for T i
0. There are three possible cases, as shown in Algorithm 6 and

Figure 4.5, needed to be considered: 1). vz has been processed in the voting

process, and it has not been removed from Ti. 2). vz has been processed in the

voting process, but it has been removed from Ti. 3). vz has not been processed

in the voting process yet.

As illustrated in Figure 4.5, two conflict nodes, vj and vz, both in T 0
i and

T spt
s . Recall that vj is the node we are processing, and vz is a descendant of vj in

both trees (T 0
i and T spt

s ). Let ps(j, z) denote the path from vj to vz in T spt
s , and

similarly, let pi(j, z) denote the path from vj to vz in T 0
i .
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Figure 4.5: Three cases of units scheduling at two conflict nodes, vj and vz.

For Case 1 (line 10 in Algorithm 6), the weight of edges in the path pi(j, z)

will be updated as the follows: First, the upload units occupied by edges in T spt
s

starting from vz (es) will be re-allocated to edges in T 0
i starting from vz (ei2).

Then, propagate the increased weight, ∆z (∆z = W l
z[e

i
2].weight in the example),

from vz to vj along the path pi(j, z). It is worth noting that the example only

show the case when there is only one unit is re-allocated. It can be easy to extend

to multiple units re-allocation.

For Case 2 (Algorithm 6, lines 12-13), the increased weight ∆z (∆z = W l
z[e

i
2].weight

in the example) will be propagated from nz along the path pi(z, j) until vy is

reached, which is the first node in Ti when traversing from vz to vj . The weight

of edges between vz and vy will be increased by ∆z (Algorithm 6, line 12), and

the weight of edges between vy and vj will be increased by ∆
′

z (Algorithm 6, line

13). As shown in Figure 4.5 (b), ∆
′

z in this example is computed as the follows:

∆
′

z =

{

W l
z[e

i
2].weight−W l

y[e
i
3].weight if W i

z [e
i
2].weight > W i

y[e
i
3].weight

0 if otherwise

For Case 3, where vz has not been processed yet . wj is increased by ∆z,
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∆z = W l
z[e

i
2].weight. A tuple (vj, s) will be inserted into the backup unit set of

vz, denoted as Bz. (vj , s) in Bz means that once vz is processed, it can re-allocate

units at vz occupied by T spt
s if vj is not removed.

The time complexity of unit re-allocation for case 1 and case 2 is O(|T 0
i )|). The

time complexity for case 3 is O(1). Therefore the voting process is a polynomial

algorithm with complexity O(|T 0
i )|2).

4.4.4 Allocation Process

After voting process is completed, a top-down allocation process is applied to

allocate units at all nodes in T i and adjust other SPTs according to E generated

from the voting process. For every node, vj (vj ∈ Ti), the global weight set,

W g
j will be updated: W g

j ← W g
j + W l

j . For the to-be-removed edge set, E is

not empty, those edges in other SPTs may be removed. For example, assume

(vj ,W
g
j [x]) ∈ E. If vj ∈ Ti then edge W g

j [k].edge and all its down-stream edges

in its SPT will be removed.

When all nodes’ local weight set is merged to their global weight set, all

orphan nodes (those nodes removed in the voting process) will be attached to

corresponding SPTs. It is worth to note that orphan nodes only attach to nodes

who have minimum latency.

4.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, I proposed a tree-based approach (i.e., Intra-AoI approach) which

aims to achieve a high system reachability, while at the same time, achieves a

relatively low end-to-end latency.

There are two stages to construct a dissemination tree using the Intra-AoI

approach. Firstly, a minimum latency tree (MLT, i.e., a combination of shortest

path trees) is constructed at the speaker without considering the bandwidth limits

of the neighbors of the speaker. At the second stage, the speaker will adjust

the minimum latency tree according to the limited bandwidth of the neighbors,

aiming to achieve the maximum system reachability.
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Cross-tree adjustment (CTA) and audio mixing can be applied to the Intra-

AoI approach to further increase the system reachability by optimizing the band-

width allocation of the conflicting node incurred by multiple speakers.

Although the Intra-AoI tree approach is straightforward, the performance of

this approach, in terms of system reachability and the end-to-end latency cannot

be desirable in practical. The reason is two-folded. Firstly, since the speakers can

only utilize the bandwidth of their neighbors, a high system reachability cannot

be achieved, especially when the number of the speakers or the neighbors is large,

as shown in the simulation results presented in Chapter 6. Secondly, the length of

the audio delivery path in a dissemination tree could be very large as the number

of neighbors increases or the bandwidth of neighbor is low, thus the end-to-end

latency can be significantly affected.

To overcome the shortcomings of the Intra-AoI approach, I propose two game-

theoretic approaches in the next chapter to achieve a near-optimal system reach-

ability while at the same time, achieve a similar end-to-end latency as the client-

server scheme, respecting churn, bandwidth limits of users, and avatar mobility.
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5

Game-Theoretic Approaches for

P2P-based 3D Audio Streaming

In Chapter 4, I described the Intra-AoI approach which creates a minimum la-

tency tree (MLT) for each node (i.e., an end user) when it starts to speak. The

root of each MLT, i.e., the speaker, can only utilize the upload bandwidth of

users within its AoI. Note that not all the speakers can send their audio streams

directly to all the receivers (i.e., via unicast) due to the limited bandwidth of

end users. Compared to the shortest path tree (SPT) approach, the Intra-AoI

approach (e.g., [21] [22]) can improve the system reachability by utilizing the

bandwidth of the receivers within the AoI, but it results in a larger end-to-end

latency. Moreover, the collective upload bandwidth of all the nodes cannot be

utilized in a system-wide manner, thus the system reachability that the Intra-AoI

approach can achieve is suboptimal, especially when the number of speakers and

receivers scales up.

Douceur et al. [41] presented a centralized approximation algorithm which

builds a depth-2 multicast tree for every user. This solution can utilize the

network resources in a system-wide manner, but it only addresses the static case

where the number of users and their neighbors are fixed and are known a priori.

Hence, system dynamics will impose frequent re-calculation operations on the

server which requires extensive computational resources.

To overcome these limitations I introduce the novel design of game theoretic

approaches for 3D audio streaming in NVEs, which can achieve the following
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important contributions:

1. Achieving near-optimal system reachability. By introducing the con-

cept of location-unrestricted helper nodes to relay audio streams, I am able

to prove that the expected system reachability is maximized when the loads

of helpers are balanced proportionally to their upload capacities. I then de-

sign game-theoretic load balancing algorithms that implement this concept.

2. Satisfying tight latency constraints. Note that low end-to-end delay

is a requirement in interactive streaming applications. With the uniform

game setting, the length of every audio delivery path between sender and

receiver is bounded by the helper capacity and the number of neighbors. By

tuning the helper capacity according to the number of neighbors, the tight

latency constraints can be satisfied. With the weighted game setting, the

length of every audio delivery path is at most 2 hops. Thus it can achieve

a latency performance similar to client-server solutions.

3. Adapting to system dynamics. System dynamics are a significant chal-

lenge in P2P systems. The game theoretic solutions moderate the impact of

peer joining and leaving by utilizing two or more helper nodes. In addition,

the helpers of each peer are not restricted to be located within the AoI of

the peer, the impact of avatar mobility on the performance is mitigated and

the connections between peers and their helpers can last longer (resulting in

less maintenance overheads). Moreover, I prove that the convergence rates

of the proposed load balancing algorithms in the two game settings are

achieved within a rapid O(log log n) time intervals given a population of n

peers, thus the game theoretic approaches result in very scalable solutions.

The key idea of the game-theoretic approaches is to maximize the system

reachability by balancing the loads of helpers proportionally to their upload ca-

pacities. A number of algorithms have been proposed for dynamic load balancing,

which is modeled as a congestion game with selfish and non-cooperative users.

A steady state in this context is a Nash equilibrium, in which no user is willing

to change her strategy. Since the idea of using a potential function to measure

the closeness to a Nash equilibrium was introduced by Even-Dar et al. [64], a
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number of protocols (e.g., [47, 48]) have been proposed to balance the loads in a

weakly distributed manner, where the migration events take place one at a time,

and costs on users are updated immediately. More recently, concurrent protocols

(e.g., [49–51]) for load balancing have been proposed to improve the convergence

time by allowing users to change their strategies concurrently.

All the protocols above only address load balancing, not considering the im-

pact of heterogeneous user capacity1 on the performance of the system. In this

thesis, I adopt the concept of these load balancing techniques by applying it to

the problem of interactive many-to-many streaming in dynamic heterogeneous

environments.

In this chapter, I propose two different game-theoretic approaches, based on

unweighted congestion game (UCG) and weighted congestion game (WCG), re-

spectively. In the unweighted congestion game formulation, an abstraction layer

is constructed to deliver audio streams for receivers. The abstraction layer con-

sists of helpers, each of which has the same capacity and is decomposed from a

peer. In other words, a peer can be regarded as to multiple helpers, each of which

has the same upload capacity. In the weighted congestion game formulation, how-

ever, each peer is regarded as to a single helper. Before I describe the proposed

approaches, the concepts of congestion games are described in Section 5.1.

5.1 Preliminaries of Congestion Games

The classical congestion games have been investigated for many years. A con-

gestion game, denoted by G, can be defined as a tuple (N,M, (Ai)i∈N , (fe)e∈M),

where N = {1, ..., n} denotes the set of players and M = {1, ..., m} denotes a set

of facilities. Each player i ∈ N is assigned a finite set of strategies Ai and a cost

function fe is associated with facility e ∈M .

To play the game, each player i selects a strategy ai ⊆ Ai, where Ai ⊆ M

is the strategy set of player i. The strategy profile, denoted by a = (ai)i∈N ,

is defined as a vector of strategies selected by all the players. Similarly I use

the notation A = ×i∈NAi to denote the set of all possible strategy profiles. A

1Note that users are served by different ISPs, and choosing different broadband packages,

thus users have different network bandwidth.
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congestion game is symmetric if all the players have the same strategy set, i.e.,

∀i, j ∈ N,Ai = Aj ; otherwise it is asymmetric. A congestion game is weighted if

each player i is specified a weight wi. The cost of player i for the strategy profile

a is given by ci(a) = fai(a, wi).

The goal of each player in congestion games is to minimize her own cost

without trying to optimize the global situation. That is, all players will try

to lower their own cost by changing their strategies individually. A pure Nash

equilibrium is defined as a steady state in which no players have an incentive to

change their strategies.

Definition 1 (Pure Nash equilibrium [65]). A strategy profile a ∈ A is said to be

a pure Nash equilibrium of G if for all players i ∈ N and each alternate strategy

a′i ∈ Ai,

ci(ai, a−i) ≤ ci(a
′
i, a−i), (5.1)

where a−i = (aj)j∈N\{i} denotes the list of strategies of the strategy profile a for

all players except i.

Congestion games have a fundamental property that a pure Nash equilibrium

always exists in a congestion game [66]. To analyze the convergence property of

congestion games (i.e., the time from any state to a pure Nash equilibrium), the

definition of potential function for congestion games is introduced.

Definition 2 (Potential function [46, 49]). A function Φ : A → R is a potential

for game G if ∀a ∈ A, ∀ai, aj ∈ Ai,

ci(ai, a−i) ≤ ci(aj, a−i)⇒ Φ(ai, a−i) ≤ Φ(aj , a−i). (5.2)

Therefore, a∗ is a Nash equilibrium if and only if

a∗ = argmin
a∈A

Φ(a). (5.3)

An ǫ-Nash equilibrium is an approximate Nash equilibrium, which is defined

as a state in which no player can reduce her cost by a multiplicative factor of less

than 1− ǫ by changing her strategy.
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5.2 Unweighted Congestion Game Formulation

In the UCG formulation, The abstraction layer is responsible for the audio stream

disseminating. The abstraction layer consists of helpers which are decomposed

from the participating nodes. Every speaker vi will send her audio stream to the

abstraction layer, which then forwards the stream to N(vi) (i.e., the neighbors

of vi). Each helper in the abstraction layer is assumed to be atomic and can

only serve one speaker at a time. However, a helper may be selected by several

users concurrently. As soon as one of those users becomes a speaker, that helper

will be occupied until the speaker releases it (i.e., if there are multiple speakers

selecting the same helper, conflicts will occur such that only one speaker can

utilize the bandwidth of the helper.). Afterwards, another user may use it, and

so on. Hence, the load of a helper is defined as the number of nodes that select

it. Note that the node with a high upload capacity which is serving multiple

speakers concurrently can be regarded as a collection of atomic helpers, each of

which is occupied by one of the speakers. All the helpers have the same capacity,

denoted by c (c ≥ 2), which is determined by the helper decomposition algorithm

described in Section 5.2.3.

Fig. 5.1 shows an illustrative example of audio dissemination in the UCG

formulation. Node v0 selects two helpers h3 and h5, which are decomposed by v1

and v2, respectively. Note that all the helpers are virtual nodes in the abstraction

layer, hence the nodes that decompose the helpers will fulfill the tasks of their

helpers, i.e., forwarding audio streams. Therefore, once v0 starts to speak, v1 and

v2 will forward the stream to N(v0) on behalf of v0.

b

bb

b b

b
bb
bb

b

bb

b
b

b

b

b b

v0

b

Abstraction

The NVE
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b

Layer
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v2

h2
h3

h5

Figure 5.1: Audio dissemination in the UCG formulation.
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5.2.1 System Reachability in the UCG Formulation

The number of helpers that a node requires to select from the abstraction layer

depends on the number of its neighbors and the helper capacity c. For each node

vi ∈ V , the number of helpers it needs to select is |h(vi)| = ⌊ |N(vi)|−1
c−1

⌋. Hence

the number of receivers is directly proportional to the number of helpers that are

used by the speakers, given that the capacity of each helper is c. The expected

system reachability, denoted by E(R), can be approximated by

E[R] =
E [|h(S)|]

E
[
∑

si∈S
|h(si)|

] , (5.4)

where S ⊂ V is the set of concurrent speakers in the system, and h(S) =

∪si∈Sh(si) is the set of helpers selected by all speakers in S. Therefore, E(|h(S)|)
approximates the expected number of successful receivers, and E

[
∑

si∈S
|h(si)|

]

approximates the expected number of total receivers.

5.2.2 Schur Concavity of System Reachability

Since speakers rely on their helpers to delivery their audio streams, the loads of

non-occupied helpers in the abstraction layer will have significant impact on the

system reachability. It is worth noting that multiple nodes can select the same

non-occupied helpers, incurring loads on this helper.

Theorem 2. Let V and H be the set of nodes and the set of non-occupied helpers,

respectively. Let x,y ∈ Z
|H| be any two vectors of loads of non-occupied helpers

in H, where ‖x‖1 = ‖y‖11. Define the function R : Z|H| → R as the system

reachability. Then we have x � y ⇒ R(x) ≥ R(y).

Proof. The concepts of majorization, Schur-convexity that will be used in the

proof are provided in the Appendix. Let |V | = n and |H| = m. Let x =

{x1, ..., xm} be the vector of loads of helpers, where xi is the load of helper hi.

Assume there are k nodes that are speaking in the system, i.e., |S| = k. For

each helper hi ∈ H , the probability that hi is selected by at least one speaker is

1‖x‖1 =
∑m

i=1
|xi| is the L1-norm of the vector x = [x1, ..., xm].
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Pr(hi ∈ h(S)) = 1− (1− k
n
)xi = 1− qxi, where q = (1− k/n). Then the expected

number of helpers that will be used by speakers (i.e., nodes in S) is

E [|h(S)|] =
∑

hi∈H

Pr(hi ∈ h(S)) (5.5)

= m−
m
∑

i=1

qxi. (5.6)

As shown in Corollary 15 in the Appendix, the function
∑m

i=1 q
xi is Schur-convex

on Z
m, hence E [|h(S)|] is Schur-concave on Z

m. The expected number of helpers

that are required for k speakers is:

E

[

∑

si∈S

|h(si)|
]

=
∑

hi∈H

E
[

|h−1(hi)|
]

(5.7)

=
m
∑

i=1

k
∑

j=1

jCj
xi
(
k

n
)jqxi−j

=
k
∑

j=1

j

(

k

n− k

)j m
∑

i=1

Cj
xi
qxi (5.8)

= g(f1(x), ..., fk(x)) (5.9)

where g : Zk → R, and f1, ..., fk : Z
m → R are Schur-convex functions, which are

proved by Corollary 16 in the Appendix. Since g is a non-decreasing function in

each argument, g(f1(x), ..., fk(x)) is Schur-convex on x ∈ Z
m [67]. By Proposition

G.1 in [67], it suffices to show that the expected system reachability, denoted by

E[R] (see Eq. 5.4), is Schur-concave on x ∈ Z
m given any number of speakers.

Theorem 2 shows that the system reachability is Schur-concave on the loads of

non-occupied helpers, hence the system reachability is maximized if the loads of

non-occupied helpers are perfectly balanced. The goal is to balance the loads on

the helpers in a distributed manner. I formulate the distributed load balancing

problem as a symmetric congestion game, where nodes in the game can change

their strategies (i.e., helpers) individually and concurrently. I define the potential

function of the game as Φ(x) =
∑m

i=1(xi − x)2, where x = {x1, ..., xm} is a load

vector of the set of non-occupied helpers, and x =
⌈

1
m

∑m

i=1 xi

⌉

is the average

load. A Nash equilibrium, denoted by xNash, is reached when all the nodes have
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no incentives to change their strategies, i.e., Φ(xNash) = 0. Theorem 2 implies

that the system reachability is maximized when a Nash equilibrium is reached.

An ǫ-Nash equilibrium is defined as a state in which no node can reduce its cost

more than ǫ by changing its strategy.

By Karamata’s inequality, the potential function Φ(x) is Schur-convex on

Z
m. Hence the potential function has the property that if node vi switches from

overloaded helpers (those helpers with loads larger than x) to underloaded helpers

(those helpers with loads smaller than x), Φ(x) will be decreased accordingly.

5.2.3 Abstraction Layer Construction

Without loss of generality, I assume that all nodes have heterogeneous upload

capacities, which can be approximated with high accuracy by a log-normal dis-

tribution. Let the random variable X ∼ Log-N(µ, σ2) be the upload capacity

(measured in upload units) of nodes that is allocated for audio transmissions.

The expected number of helpers that a node needs to select is

E [|h(vi)|] = ⌊
E [N(vi)]− 1

c− 1
⌋, (5.10)

where c ∈ Z+ is the capacity of each helper. Let Y = X/c ∼ Log-N(µ− ln c, σ2),

then we have

E

[

X − 1

c

∣

∣

∣

∣

X > c

]

= E

[

Y − 1

c

∣

∣

∣

∣

Y > 1

]

= E

[

Z − 1− 1

c

]

(5.11)

=
E[X ]− 1

c
− 1. (5.12)

where Z = Y + 1 has a shifted log-normal distribution, hence E[Z] = E[Y ] + 1.

Note that the upload units of each node are an integer quantity, and the number

of helpers that a node could decompose is also an integer. The expected number
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of helpers that can be abstracted from a node is

E

[⌊

X − 1

c

⌋
∣

∣

∣

∣

X > c

]

= E

[⌊

Z − 1− 1

c

⌋]

≈ E[X ]

c
− 1

2
(5.13)

= E

[

Z − 3

2

]

(5.14)

=
E[X ]

c
− 1

2
, (5.15)

where the following approximation is used:

⌊Z⌋ = Z − 1

2
+

1

π

∞
∑

k=1

sin(2πkZ)

k
≈ Z − 1

2
. (5.16)

By Theorem 2, the expected load of helpers, defined by E[|h(vi)|]

E[⌊X−1
c

⌋|X>c]
, should

be minimized to maximize the system reachability. That is,

Minimize:
E [|h(vi)|]

E

[⌊

X−1
c

⌋
∣

∣

∣

∣

X > c

]

Subject to: c ≥ 2.

Therefore, the optimal helper capacity is

c = max
([

√

2E[X ]
]

, 2
)

, (5.17)

where
[

√

2E[X ]
]

denotes the integer closest to
√

2E[X ], and E(X) = eu+
1
2
σ2
.

Since the server will maintain the upload capacity information of each node, it

will calculate the helper capacity and construct the abstraction layer.

5.2.4 Load Balancing in the UCG Formulation

To rapidly balance the loads of non-occupied helpers, all the nodes should select

their helpers concurrently [46] [49]. However, It can be observed that if all nodes

behave greedily at each step (i.e., they select those helpers with minimum load

deterministically), the system may not converge to a steady state [49]. To guar-

antee that the system will converge rapidly, some probability rules need to be

imposed for all nodes when they decide to change their strategies at each step.
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I propose a water-fitting algorithm to enable each node to change its helpers

at each step. As shown in Fig. 5.2, all the nodes only consider to switch from

overloaded helpers (whose loads are larger than x) to underloaded helpers (whose

loads are smaller than x), where x = ⌈ 1
m

∑m

i=1 xi⌉ is defined as the average load

of all helpers. Moreover, a set of probability distribution functions is assigned

to each node, as shown in Eq. 5.18. Let x = {x1, ..., xa, xa+1, ..., xm} be the

load vector of non-occupied helpers at the current step, where x1 ≤ · · · ≤ xm,

l =
∑a

i=1 xi and x ∈ (xa, xa+1). The probability that a node switches from hk to

hj , denoted by pk,j is

pk,j =

{

(1− x
xk
)(

x−xj

ax−l
) if 1 ≤ j ≤ a < k,

x
xk

if a < j = k,
(5.18)

b bb b bb

Load

Helpersh1 h2 ha ha+1 hk

b bb

x
pk,1 pk,2 pk,a

pk,k

Figure 5.2: Water-fitting illustration: nodes only consider to switch from overloaded

helpers in [ha+1, hk] to underloaded helpers in [h1, ha].

5.2.5 Convergence Time Analysis of the UCG Formula-

tion

An important criteria to evaluate distributed algorithms is the convergence time,

which is a measure of how fast a system reaches a steady state. In dynamic

systems rapid convergence is especially critical, as otherwise churn may prevent

the system from closely tracking the optimal solution. Let H be the set of non-

occupied helpers, and |H| = m. Let xt and Φ(xt) be the load vector of H and

the corresponding potential function at the step t (t ≥ 0). Let xi
t = xi be the

load of helper hi ∈ H at step t. Denoted by Φ(xNash) is the potential function

of a Nash equilibrium. Similarly, denoted by Φ(xǫ-Nash) is the potential function
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of an ǫ-Nash equilibrium. It can be observed that max(Φ(xǫ-Nash)) = ǫ2m
4

(i.e.,

in case when there are m/2 non-occupied helpers with load x + ǫ/2 and m/2

non-occupied helpers with load x − ǫ/2) and min(Φ(xǫ-Nash)) = 0 (when all the

m non-occupied helpers have the same load x). Therefore, the system is said to

be ǫ-balanced if Φ(x) ≤ ǫm.

The water-fitting algorithm guarantees that the system, from any state, will

reach an ǫ-balanced state after a number of steps, denoted by λ. I prove (in

Theorem 3) that the expected number of steps, denoted by E[λ], is O(log logn),

where n is the number of nodes. I also show (in Theorem 6) that the potential

function Φ(x) is a supermartingale (i.e., E[Φ(x(t + 1)) | x(t)] ≤ Φ(x(t)), for any

t ≥ 0) which guarantees that the water-fitting algorithm will lead the system to

a pure Nash equilibrium.

Theorem 3. Let n and m be the number of nodes and number of non-occupied

helpers, respectively. From any state of the system, the expected number of steps

required, denoted by E[λ], to reach an ǫ-balanced state is O(log log n).

Proof. To better structure the following proof, I introduce two supporting lemmas

(Lemma 4 and Lemma 5). Given any step t, it can be observed from Lemma 4

that the expected load of any non-occupied helper at step t + 1 is the optimal

load x. Lemma 5 provides an upper bound on the variance of loads of non-

occupied helpers at step t+ 1. Consider E [Φ(xt+1)], which is the expected value

of the potential function at the next step. Since all nodes update their helpers

individually at each step, we have E [Φ(xt+1)] = E
[

∑m

i=1

(

xi
t+1 − x

)2
]

, and it can

be simplified (by Lemmas 4 and 5) to

E [Φ(xt+1)] =

m
∑

i=1

Var
[

xi
t+1

]

(5.19)

≤ (mΦ(E[xt]))
1
2 . (5.20)

Note that the square-root function is a concave function, hence E [Φ(xt+1)] ≤
(mE[Φ(xt)])

1
2 (by Jensens inequality). Since E [Φ(xt)] > 0 for any t ≥ 0, I define

a new function f(t) = log(E [Φ(xt)]). Hence f(t+ 1) ≤ 1
2
logm+ 1

2
f(t). After λ
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steps from t,

f(t+ λ) ≤
(

1− 1

2λ

)

logm+
f(t)

2λ
(5.21)

≤ logm+
f(t)

2λ
. (5.22)

Therefore, E [Φ(xt+λ)] ≤ mΦ(xt)
2−λ

. The maximum value of Φ(x) is n4

2
, which

occurs in case when N(vi) = H for each node vi ∈ V , and every node vi select

the same helper hj ∈ H . That is, ∃vj ∈ V, ∀vi ∈ V, h(vi) = {hj}. Hence, the

maximum value of f(t) is log n4

2
. By E.q. 5.21, we have

inf{λ : f(t+ λ) ≤ log 2m} = inf{λ : f(t) ≤ 2λ}
= log(4 logn− 1). (5.23)

After λ = log(4 logn− 1) steps from any t ≥ 0, E [Φ(xt+λ)] ≤ 2m. By Markov’s

inequality, we have that

Pr(Φ(xt+λ) ≥ 4m) ≤ E [Φ(xt+λ)]

4m
= 0.5. (5.24)

Let τ be the first time Φ(xt+τ ) ≤ 4m occurs from any step t. Flip a coin after

each of λ steps until Φ(xt+τ ) ≤ 4m:

Pr(τ = iλ)

{

≥ p if i = 1,

≤ p(1− p)i−1 if i ≥ 2,
(5.25)

where p = Pr(Φ(xt+λ) ≤ 4m), thus 0.5 ≤ p < 1. Therefore,

E[τ ] =
∞
∑

i=1

iλPr(τ = iλ) (5.26)

≤ λ+
1

4
λ

∞
∑

i=2

(1− p)i−2 (5.27)

=

(

1 +
1

4p

)

λ (5.28)

≤ 1.5λ. (5.29)

By Markov’s inequality, Pr(τ ≥ 60λ) ≤ E[τ ]
60λ

= 0.025. Hence, Pr(Φ(xt+60λ) ≤
4m) ≥ 0.975. As a result, from any state, the system can rapidly (within

O(log log n) steps) converge to an ǫ-balanced state (ǫ = 4) with high proba-

bility.
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Lemma 4. E
[

xi
t+1

]

= x, where t ≥ 0 and 1 ≤ i ≤ m.

Proof. For overloaded helper hi where a+1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have E
[

xi
t+1

]

= xipi,i =

x. For underloaded helper hi where 1 ≤ i ≤ a, E
[

xi
t+1

]

= xi +
∑m

j=a+1 xjpj,i =

x.

Lemma 5.
∑m

i=1Var
[

xi
t+1

]

≤ (mΦ(E[xt]))
1
2 .

Proof. Let x(t) = {x1, ..., xa, xa+1, ..., xm} where xa < x < xa+1. Let l =
∑a

i=1 xi

and r =
∑m

i=a+1 xi. For overloaded helper hi where a + 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have that

m
∑

i=a+1

Var[xi
t+1] =

m
∑

i=a+1

xipi,i(1− pi,i) (5.30)

= (m− a)x−
m
∑

i=a+1

x2

xi

. (5.31)

For underloaded helper hi where 1 ≤ i ≤ a, we have

a
∑

i=1

Var[xi
t+1] =

a
∑

i=1

m
∑

j=a+1

xjpj,i(1− pj,i) (5.32)

≤ ax− l − η + (m− a)x−
m
∑

i=a+1

x2

xi

(5.33)

= ax− l − η + β

(

(m− a)x−
m
∑

i=a+1

x2

xi

)

, (5.34)

where β =
∑a

i=1(
x−xi

ax−l
)2, and η =

∑a
i=1(x−xi)2

ax−l
. It can be easily proved that,

(m − a)x < r and ax − l = r − (m − a)x. In addition, η = β(ax − l) and

2(ax − l) =
∑m

i=1 |xi − x|. By Jensen’s inequality,
∑m

i=a+1
1
xi
≥ (m−a)2

r
. As a

result,

m
∑

i=1

Var[xi
t+1] = r + β(m− a)x− (β + 1)

m
∑

i=a+1

x2

xi

− η (5.35)

= (β + 1)

[

r − (m− a)2x2

r

]

− 2β(ax− l) (5.36)

=
(β + 1)(r + (m− a)x)(ax− l)

r
− 2β(ax− l) (5.37)

≤ 2(ax− l) =

m
∑

i=1

|xi − x|. (5.38)
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By Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have

m
∑

i=1

|xi − x| ≤ (m

m
∑

i=1

(xi − x)2)
1
2 (5.39)

= (mΦ(E[xt]))
1
2 . (5.40)

It suffices to show that
∑m

i=1Var
[

xi
t+1

]

≤ (mΦ(E[xt]))
1
2 .

Note that λ will be extremely small in practice (e.g. λ = 7 when n and θ are

set to be the world population.), hence the system can reach an ǫ-balanced state

rapidly from any state. Now I will show that the potential function Φ(x) is a

supermartingale, which guarantees (by Doob’s martingale convergence theorem)

that the system is stochastically stable, and the water-fitting algorithm will lead

the system to converge to a pure Nash equilibrium, where the loads of non-

occupied helpers in the abstraction layer are perfectly balanced.

Theorem 6. Φ(xt) is a supermartingale, such that for any t ≤ 0, E[Φ(xt+1) |
xt] ≤ Φ(xt).

Proof. By 5.38, we have

E [Φ(xt+1) | xt] ≤
m
∑

i=1

|xi − x|. (5.41)

Since xi, x ∈ Z, it suffices to show that |xi − x| ≤ (xi − x)2 for any xi, x ∈ Z.

Therefore, E[Φ(xt+1) | xt] ≤ Φ(xt) for any t ≤ 0.

5.3 Weighted Congestion Game Formulation

Recall that in the UCG formulation, the abstraction layer is constructed to utilize

the heterogeneous upload bandwidth of peers. The abstraction layer consists of

helpers that are decomposed from peers with heterogeneous upload bandwidth.

This formulation is “unweighted” because all the helpers have the same capacity.

As a result, peers with high upload capacities can decompose more helpers than

peers with low upload capacities do. Intuitively, when the loads of helpers are

balanced, the loads of corresponding peers are balanced proportionally to their
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upload capacities. Furthermore, the helper capacity in UCG formulation, which

has significant impact on the system reachability, is determined by distribution

of peers’ upload bandwidth. Since the bandwidth distribution of peers is hardly

to be known and it is time-varying due to churn and fluctuation, UCG approach

may result in sub-optimal system performance and high communication over-

head. Moreover, the audio delivery path in UCG formulation may have 3 or more

hops, which incurs higher latency comparing to C/S scheme. In this section, the

weighted congestion game (WCG) formulation is introduced, which can achieve

a near-optimal system reachability and satisfy the tight latency constraints.

In the WCG formulation, every node is treated as a helper. Each node vi

to select a set of helpers, denoted by h(vi), which consists of ui = |h(vi)| nodes
selected by vi. For vi, a helper vj ∈ h(vi) is active if vj is forwarding the audio

stream of vi and vj is inactive otherwise. It is worth to note that the every audio

delivery path is at most 2 hops, such that a helper of a speaker cannot forward

the audio stream to another helper of the speaker.

Every node vi needs to send a bid price to each helper. The bid price, denoted

by bi, is defined as the maximum amount of upload units that vi attempts to

utilize at each helper. I assume that every node vi will send the same bid price to

all its helpers, and bi = max{⌈N(vi)
ui
⌉, 2}. The load of vi, denoted by li, is defined

as the sum of bids at vi, and li =
∑

vj∈h−1(vi)
bj , where h−1(vi) denotes the set of

nodes that select vi as a helper. Let ri = li/ui denote the load ratio of vi.

It should be noted that for both formulations, i.e., UCG and WCG, each node

can relay audio streams for multiple speakers. The difference of UCG and WCG

in terms of streaming forwarding is that: 1). in UCG, each node can be regarded

as to multiple helpers, each of which has the same upload capacity and can only

serve one speaker at any time, but 2). in WCG, each node can only be a single

helper, which can serve multiple speakers simultaneously.

All the terms used in this section are summarized in Table 5.1.

Helper Selection and Update. After joining the system, every node vi

will select ui helpers uniformly at random, and then invokes a periodic helper

update process to choose better helpers every m seconds (the update interval).

At each step, node vi randomly selects ui nodes, defined as helper candidates, in

the system. Then vi will potentially replace the current helpers with the helper
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Table 5.1: List of terms used in WCG.

Term Definition

V Set of nodes. |V | = n.

N(vi) Set of neighbors of vi ∈ V .

h(vi) Set of helpers selected by vi ∈ V .

h−1(vi) Set of nodes that select vi ∈ V as a helper.

ui Upload capacity of vi ∈ V .

bi Bid price of vi ∈ V .

li Load of vi ∈ V .

ri Load ratio of vi ∈ V , ri =
li
ui
.

u Total amount of upload capacities in V , u =
∑n

i=1 ui

l Total amount of loads in V , l =
∑n

i=1 li

r Optimal load ratio, r = l
u
.

m Helper update interval.

r Load ratio vector, r = [r1, ..., rn].

Φ(r) Potential function, Φ(r) =
∑n

i=1(ri − r)2.

candidates using Algorithm 7. It is worth noting that every node will incur a

certain load on its helpers when it select these helpers, but it will not attempt to

utilize the upload bandwidth of its helpers until it starts to speak.

Audio Dissemination. When node vi starts to speak, it sends the audio

stream to its helpers, each of whom then forwards the audio stream to at most bi

receivers (depth-2 path). A collision occurs when two or more speakers attempt

to utilize the upload bandwidth of the same helper at the same time, while the

helper cannot satisfy all these speakers due to the limited upload capacity.

If some helpers of vi are unable to forward the audio stream caused by colli-

sions, vi will send the audio stream directly to its receivers as much as possible

(depth-1 path). Therefore, the length of every audio delivery path between a

speaker and its receivers is at most 2 hops.
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5.3.1 System Reachability in the WCG Formulation

Since every node is a helper in theWCG formulation, the loads of nodes will reflect

the system reachability. In this section, I investigate the problem of maximizing

the system reachability in the WCG formulation.

Theorem 7. Let l and u be the sum of the loads and the capacities of nodes in V ,

respectively. Let S = {s1, ..., sm} ⊂ V be any set of speaking nodes. Let R be the

system reachability. Then, the expected system reachability R given S, denoted

by E(R|S) is maximized if for any rj ∈ r, rj = r = l
u
.

Proof. For each speaker si ∈ S, let αi and βi denote the number of upload units

it requires and actually obtains from its helpers, respectively. Clearly we have

βi ≤ αi ≤ bi · ui. The shortfall of si, denoted by δi = αi − βi, results from the

collisions with other speaking nodes. Hence the system reachability is

R =

∑m

i=1 βi
∑m

i=1 αi

(5.42)

= 1−
∑m

i=1 δi
α

(5.43)

= 1− δ

α
, (5.44)

where δ =
∑m

i=1 δi and α =
∑m

i=1 αi is the total amount of the shortfall and the

required upload units, respectively.

Recall that S can be any subset of V , hence any upload unit of node vi ∈ V can

be the required upload unit of S. Therefore, the equivalent problem of maximizing

the system reachability is minimizing the number of collisions in a “Balls-into-

Bins” game: throwing α balls (i.e., the total amount of the required upload units)

into u independent bins (i.e., the total amount of the upload units in V ).

Let xi
k be the bin corresponding to an upload unit of vi, where k ∈ [1, u].

Its equivalent notation is xk. The landing probability of bin xi
k, denoted by pik

(equivalent with pk), can be deduced from the load ratio of vi:

(

n
∑

i=1

li

)

· pik · ui = li ⇒ pik =
ri

∑n

i=1 li
=

ri
l
. (5.45)
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Figure 5.3: The equivalent problem: minimizing the number of collisions in a

Balls-into-Bins game.

Let C denote the event that any two balls collide at a bin, then the probability

of event C is

Pr(C) =

u
∑

k=1

p2k (5.46)

=

∑n

i=1(uir
2
i )

l2
(5.47)

=

∑n

i=1(
l2i
ui
)

l2
. (5.48)

Let Cij denote the event that ball i and ball j collide, and let Iij denote the

indicator variable for Cij . That is, Iij = 1 if Cij occurs and Ijk = 0 otherwise. I

define I as the total number of collisions, where I =
∑

i 6=j Iij , ∀i, j ∈ [1, α]. Then

the expected number of collisions given S is

E(I|S) =
∑

i 6=j

E(Iij) =
∑

i 6=j

Pr(Cij) (5.49)

=

(

α

2

) u
∑

k=1

p2k (5.50)

=

(

α

2

)

∑n

i=1(
l2i
ui
)

l2
. (5.51)

It should be noted that the number of collisions is counted over distinct and

unordered pairs (e.g., if three balls fall into the same bin, three collisions are

counted). Hence we have E(δ) = E(I|S)
2

, where E(δ) is the expected number of
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shortfalls. Then the expected system reachability given S is

E(R|S) = 1− E(δ)

α
(5.52)

= 1−
(α− 1)

∑n

i=1(
l2i
ui
)

4l2
, (5.53)

where α is a constant given S. Therefore, the problem of maximizing E(R|S) is
formulated as follows:

Minimize f(l1, ..., ln) =

∑n

i=1(
l2i
ui
)

l2

Subject to
n
∑

i=1

li = l.

By the method of Lagrange multipliers, f(l1, ..., ln) is minimized if li
ui

=
lj
uj

for

any two nodes vi, vj ∈ V , i.e., ∀vi, vj ∈ V, ri = rj = r, and this completes the

proof.

Eq. 5.53 shows that the expected system reachability given any set of speaker

S, i.e., E(R|S), is a inner product of two convex functions:

E(R|S) = 1−
(α− 1)

∑n

i=1(
l2i
ui
)

4l2
(5.54)

= f(r)× uT , (5.55)

where r = {r1, ..., rn}, and u = {u1, ..., un} denote the vector of load ratios of

nodes and the vector of upload capacities of nodes, respectively. Thus, E(R|S) is
a Schur-convex function on r.

As a result, to maximize the system reachability, the loads on the nodes

must be balanced proportionally to their capacities, and that all the nodes in

the system should have the the same load ratio. To achieve a scalable system,

the goal is to distribute and balance the loads on the nodes proportionally to

their upload capacities in a fully distributed manner. I formulate the distributed

load balancing problem as a symmetric congestion game, where each player (i.e.,

each node) in the game can change her strategy (i.e., helpers) individually and

concurrently.
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More specifically, the problem of maximizing system reachability can be for-

mulated as a symmetric congestion game, denoted by a tuple 〈V, (Ai), (ci)〉, which
consists of a finite set of players V = {v1, ..., vn}. Throughout the discussion I

use the term player and node interchangeably. Each node vi ∈ V is assigned a

finite set of strategies Ai and a cost function ci : A1×· · ·×An → R that it wishes

to minimize. The strategy set of node vi, denoted by Ai ∈ P(V ), is an arbitrary

collection of subsets of V , and it corresponds to the set of helpers of vi in our

setting. Hence the strategy of each node, denoted by ai, is a subset of V .

The cost of node vi is ci =
∑

vj∈ai
rj , which is the load ratio of the node.

Inspired by [46] and [49], I define a potential function Φ(r) =
∑n

i=1(ri − r)2

to associate the system reachability with the distribution of load ratios, where

r = [r1, ..., rn] is a load ratio vector and r = l
u
is the optimal load ratio. The

potential function has the property that if node vi switches from helpers with

high load ratios to helpers with low load ratios, Φ(r) will decrease accordingly.

A Nash equilibrium, denoted by rNash, is reached when all the nodes have no

incentives to change their strategies, i.e., Φ(rNash) = 0. Theorem 7 implies that

the system reachability is maximized when a Nash equilibrium is reached. An

ǫ-Nash equilibrium is an approximate Nash equilibrium, and is defined as a state

in which no node can reduce its cost by a multiplicative factor of less than 1− ǫ

by changing its strategy.

Every node is selfish and will change its strategy to lower its own cost at each

step. This will result in Nash dynamics – i,e., Φ(r) will fluctuate over time. To

guarantee that the system converges to a steady state rapidly, a set of probability

distributions over Ai (i.e., strategy set) needs to be assigned to each node vi ∈ V .

That is, all the nodes’ strategies are nondeterministic and are regulated by a

probabilistic rule.

5.3.2 Proportional Load Balancing in the WCG Formula-

tion

Now I present the proportional load balancing (PLB) algorithm in the WCG

formulation. The objective of PLB is to distribute the loads of the nodes pro-

portionally to their upload capacities. Intuitively, the nodes with high upload
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capacities will have more loads than the nodes with low upload capacities. Hence

it would be more appropriate to assign the probability of a node to be contacted

proportional to its capacity.

Our solution is to maintain an identifier space, which can be managed either

by a distributed scheme (e.g., using DHT techniques [68]), or by a centralized

scheme (i.e., using a server to store all the identifiers). Each identifier consists of

a node ID (i.e., its name or IP address) and a randomly generated hash key. To

let a node to be chosen probabilistically proportional to its upload capacity, each

node vi will maintain ui identifiers, each of which has the same node ID (i.e., node

ID of vi) but a different key. At each step of the helper update process, node vi

will choose an identifier from the identifier space uniformly at random, hence, the

probability of node vj being contacted by vi, denoted by Pr(j), is proportional to

its upload capacity uj, i.e., Pr(j) =
uj∑n

k=1 uk
=

uj

u
.

Algorithm 7: Proportional load balancing (PLB)

1 ∀vi ∈ V , do the following;

2 foreach vj ∈ h(vi) and vj is inactive do

3 Select vk at random from the identifier space;

4 Let rj and rk be the load ratios of vj and vk, respectively;

5 if rj > rk then

6 Replace vj with vk with probability
(

1− rk
rj

)

;

PLB enables each node to update its helpers as follows (shown in Algorithm

7). At each step, node vi will contact a helper candidate vk for each helper vj by

selecting a identifier from the identifier space uniformly at random. At the same

time it finds the load and the capacity of vk (i.e., the helper candidate). Let rj

and rk be the load ratios of vj and vk, respectively. If rj > rk, then replace vj

with vk with a probability of 1 − rk
rj
. Recall that the probability of the helper

candidate vk being selected from the identifier space is Pr(k) = uk

u
, hence the

helper vj ∈ h(vi) will be replaced by any node vk ∈ V with probability:

pjk =

{

uk

u

(

1− rk
rj

)

if j 6= k and rj > rk,

1−∑j 6=k pjk if j = k.
(5.56)
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It is worth noting that any helpers that are currently active will not be re-

placed at the helper update step (lines 3-4 in Algorithm 7). The quick convergence

of the PLB algorithm is an important property which I will further investigate in

Section 5.3.4.

5.3.3 Low Latency Audio Dissemination

When a node starts to speak, it constructs a source-specific dissemination tree

on-the-fly, using its dedicated helpers. Each dissemination tree consists of two-

types of sub-trees: (a) depth-1 trees and (b) depth-2 trees, both rooted at the

speaking node. A depth-2 tree provides the speaker with an indirect relay mech-

anism, whereby the speaker sends its audio stream to a helper, piggybacking the

addresses1 of some neighbors, and then the helper forwards the audio stream to

the neighbors.

As described in Algorithm 8, speaker vi first establishes direct connections

to the helpers within the AoI of the speaker that have available upload units

(lines 4-8), and then constructs depth-2 trees by randomly assigning neighbors to

the helpers closer to the speaker iteratively (lines 9-18). Finally, the remaining

neighbors are connected to vi directly if vi still has available upload units, and

this forms the depth-1 trees (lines 19-22).

The WCG formualtion significantly reduces the impact of system dynamics

(churn and avatar mobility) on the system reachability. Obviously, the depth-1

trees are unaffected by system dynamics. For each depth-2 tree, all the inter-

mediate nodes are the helpers, which forward the audio stream of the speaker

to its receivers no matter where these helpers are in the virtual world. As a

result, depth-2 trees are unaffected by avatar mobility. When a node leaves, it

may impact the speakers who selected it as a helper. However, only a small

number of nodes will be affected by the leaving node, because the loads of nodes

are balanced proportionally to their capacities. In addition, each node has more

than 2 helpers and this would further reduce the impact of churn on the system

reachability.

1To protect direct identity exposure, they can be replaced by node identifiers.
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Algorithm 8: Dissemination tree construction

1 Let M be the dissemination tree of vi;

2 M ← vi; N ← N(vi);

3 foreach h ∈ h(vi) ∩N(vi) do

4 uh ← min(available upload units of h, bi);

5 if uh ≥ 1 then

6 M ← add node h and edge (vi, h);

7 N ← N − {h};

8 H ← build min-heap by delay(vi, h(vi));

9 while h← pop(H) 6= ∅ do
10 if N = ∅ then
11 return;

12 uh ← min(available upload units of h, bi);

13 I ← choose min(uh, |N |) neighbors randomly;

14 if |I| ≥ 2 then

15 M ← add nodes h, I and edges (vi, h), (h, I);

16 N ← N − I;

17 H ← H − {h};
18 if N 6= ∅ then
19 ua

i ← available upload bandwidth of vi;

20 I ← choose min(ua
i , |N |) neighbors randomly;

21 M ← add nodes I and edges (vi, I);

5.3.4 Convergence Time Analysis of the WCG Formula-

tion

An important criteria to evaluate distributed algorithms is the convergence time,

which is a measure of how fast a system reaches a steady state. In dynamic

systems rapid convergence is especially critical, as otherwise churn may prevent

the system from closely tracking the optimal solution. I analyze the upper bound

of the convergence time of PLB, where all the nodes behave simultaneously at

each step.
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Let rt and rt+1 be the load ratio vectors of the current step t and the next

step t + 1, respectively. Let rit =
li
ui

denote the load ratio of node vi at time t.

Since I consider a highly dynamic and heterogeneous environment where nodes

with different upload capacities can join, leave and speak at will, I am especially

interested to show how fast PLB can lead the system to converge to an ǫ-Nash

equilibrium. It can be observed that maxΦǫ-Nash = ǫ2n
4
, where n is the number of

the nodes. Hence an ǫ-Nash equilibrium is reached at time t if Φ(rt) = O(n).

Theorem 8. Let n be the number of nodes in the system, and let Φ(rt) be the

potential function at any step t. Then, the upper bound on the number of steps

required to reach an ǫ-Nash equilibrium is O(log logn).

To better structure the following proof of Theorem 8, two supporting lemmas

are introduced as follows. Given any step t, it can be observed from Lemma 9

that the expected load ratio of any node at step t+1 is the optimal load ratio r.

Lemma 10 provides an upper bound of the variance of load ratios at step t+ 1.

Definition 3. Let J := {j | rj < ri} be the set of nodes that have a smaller load

ratio than vi. Similarly let H := {h | rh > ri} be the set of nodes that have a

larger load ratio than vi.

Lemma 9. Let rt be the load ratio vector at time t. Then, the expected load ratio

of any node vi at time t+1 is the optimal load vector r, i.e., ∀ri ∈ r, E
[

rit+1 | rt
]

=

r.

Proof. For any node vk ∈ V , the nodes that choose vk as a helper at time t will
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choose vi as a helper with probability pki (see Eq. 5.56), hence we have

E[rit+1 | rt] =
1

ui

(

n
∑

k=1

lkpk,i

)

(5.57)

=
1

ui

(

∑

h∈H

lhph,i + lipi,i

)

(5.58)

=
1

ui

(

∑

h∈H

lhph,i + li −
∑

j∈J

lipi,j

)

(5.59)

=
1

ui

(

ui

u

∑

k∈H∪J

lk + li −
li
u

∑

k∈H∪J

uk

)

(5.60)

=
1

ui

(

ui

u
l − ui

u

∑

k 6∈H∪J

lk +
li
u

∑

k 6∈H∪J

uk

)

. (5.61)

For each node k 6∈ H ∪ J , rk = ri. Hence ui

u

∑

k 6∈H∪J lk − li
u

∑

k 6∈H∪J uk = 0.

As a result, E
[

rit+1 | rt
]

= l
u
= r.

Lemma 10.
∑n

i=1Var
[

rit+1 | rt
]

≤ (nΦ(rt))
1
2

Proof. For each node vi, the variance of the load ratio of vi at time t+ 1 is

Var[rit+1 | rt] =
1

u2
i

(

n
∑

k=1

lkpk,i(1− pk,i)

)

(5.62)

≤ 1

u2
i

(

∑

h∈H

lhph,i + li(1− pi,i)

)

(5.63)

=
1

u2
i

(

∑

l∈L

xl Pr(l, i) +
∑

j∈J

li Pr(i, j)

)

(5.64)

=
1

u2
i

(

∑

h∈H

lh
ui

u
(1− ri

rh
) +

∑

j∈J

li
uj

u
(1− rj

ri
)

)

(5.65)

=
1

uiu

(

∑

h∈H

(lh − riuh) +
∑

j∈J

(riuj − lj)

)

(5.66)

=
1

uiu

n
∑

k=1

|lk − riuk| =
1

u

n
∑

k=1

uk

ui

|rk − ri|, (5.67)
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where ui is the upload capacity of node vi, and we assume ui ≥ 2. Therefore, we

sum up the variance of load ratio at each node, hence we have

1

u

n
∑

k=1

uk

ui

|rk − ri| ≤
1

u

n
∑

i=1

n
∑

k=1

uk

ui

|rk − ri|. (5.68)

For all rk, ri ∈ r, |rk − ri| ≤ |rk − r|+ |ri− r|. Using this, we can simplify the

above inequality:

1

u

n
∑

i=1

n
∑

k=1

uk

ui

|rk − ri| ≤
1

u

n
∑

i=1

n
∑

k=1

uk

ui

(|rk − r|+ |ri − r|) (5.69)

=

n
∑

i=1

1

ui

|ri − r|+ 1

u

n
∑

k=1

n
∑

i=1

uk

ui

|rk − r|. (5.70)

Note that the multivariable function f(u1, ..., un) =
∑n

i=1
1
ui

is a Schur-concave

[67] function, and the maximum of f , denoted by sup f , is is achieved if and only if

∀i, j ∈ [1, n], ui = uj (by Karamata’s inequality [67]). That is sup f = f(u
n
, ..., u

n
).

Hence we have

1

u

n
∑

k=1

n
∑

i=1

uk

ui

|rk − r| ≤ n

u2

n
∑

k=1

uk|rk − r|. (5.71)

Since ui ≥ 2 for each vi ∈ V , then we have
∑n

i=1
1
ui
|ri − r| ≤ 1

2
|ri − r|. In

addition, 2nuk ≤ u2 for any uk ≥ 2 and n ≥ 2. Combine all the inequations

above, we have

n
∑

i=1

Var[rit+1 | rt] ≤
n
∑

i=1

|ri − r| (5.72)

Then, by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have that

n
∑

i=1

Var[rit+1 | rt] ≤
(

n

n
∑

i=1

|r − ri|2
)

1
2

= (nΦ(rt))
1
2 (5.73)

Now I proceed with the proof of Theorem 8.
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Proof of Theorem 8. Consider E [Φ(rt+1)], which is the expected value of poten-

tial function at step t+ 1:

E [Φ(rt+1)] = E

[

n
∑

i=1

(

rit+1 − r
)2

]

. (5.74)

All the nodes behave independently at each step, hence rt+1 is independent

of rt. Hence we have

E [Φ(rt+1)] =
n
∑

i=1

E
[

(

rit+1

)2
]

− 2r
n
∑

i=1

E
[

rit+1

]

+ nr. (5.75)

Lemma 9 indicates that the expectation of each node vi, E
[

rit+1

]

, is r at each

step, hence,

E [Φ(rt+1)] =

n
∑

i=1

E
[

(

rit+1

)2
]

− nr2 (5.76)

=

n
∑

i=1

Var
[

rit+1

]

(5.77)

≤ (nΦ(rt))
1
2 . (5.78)

It is easy to observe that the square-root function is a concave function. There-

fore, by Jensen’s inequality, the expected value of the potential function at step

t + 1 is

E [Φ(rt+1)] ≤ E
[

(nΦ(rt))
1
2

]

(5.79)

≤ (nE [Φ(rt)])
1
2 . (5.80)

Since E [Φ(rt)] > 0 for any step t ≥ 0, I define a function f(t) = log(E [Φ(rt)]).

Hence we have

f(t+ 1) ≤ logn

2
+

f(t)

2
. (5.81)

After λ ∈ Z steps from any step t ≥ 0,

f(t+ λ) ≤
(

1− 1

2λ

)

log n+
1

2λ
f(t) (5.82)

≤ log n+
1

2λ
f(t). (5.83)
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Therefore, the expected value of the potential function after λ steps from any

step t ≥ 0 is

E [Φ(rt+λ)] ≤ nE [Φ(rt)]
2−λ

. (5.84)

The upper bound of Φ(r) is O(n6), which occurs in case when N(vi) = V

for each node vi ∈ V , and every node vi select one specific node vj ∈ V as the

helper. That is, ∃vj ∈ V, ∀vi ∈ V, h(vi) = {vj}. Hence, the upper bound of f(t) is

O(logn), i.e., there exists a integer a ∈ Z such that sup f(t) ≤ a logn. Therefore,

it suffices to show that there exists a λ = ⌈log(a logn)⌉ ∼ O(log log n), such that
f(λ)
2λ
≤ 1. Hence, for any t ≥ 0, it suffices to show that

E [Φ(rt+λ)] ≤ 2n, (5.85)

where λ = O(log log n). By Markov’s inequality, we have

Pr(Φ(rt+λ) ≥ 4n) ≤ E [Φ(rt+λ)]

4n
= 0.5. (5.86)

Let τ be the first time such that Φ(rt+τ ) ≤ 4n occurs from any step t. Flip a

coin after each of λ steps until Φ(rt+τ ) ≤ 4n:

Pr(τ = iλ)

{

≥ p if i = 1,

≤ p(1− p)i−1 if i ≥ 2,
(5.87)

where p = Pr(Φ(rt+λ) ≤ 4n), thus 0.5 ≤ p < 1. Therefore,

E[τ ] =
∞
∑

i=1

iλPr(τ = iλ) (5.88)

≤ λ+
1

4
λ

∞
∑

i=2

(1− p)i−2 (5.89)

=

(

1 +
1

4p

)

λ ≤ 1.5λ. (5.90)

By Markov’s inequality, Pr(τ ≥ 60λ) ≤ E[τ ]
60λ

= 0.025. Hence, P (Φ(rt+60λ) ≤
4n) ≥ 0.975. As a result, from any state, the system can rapidly (within

O(log log n) steps) converge to an ǫ-Nash equilibrium, where the load ratios of

the nodes are approximately balanced.
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5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, I proposed two game-theoretic approaches (UCG and WCG) for

P2P 3D audio streaming aiming to achieve a near-optimal system reachability,

while at the same time, achieve a similar end-to-end latency as the client-server

scheme, respecting the churn, bandwidth limits of users, and avatar mobility.

The idea of the two game-theoretic approaches is to efficiently utilize the

bandwidth of participating users in a system-wide manner (to achieve a high

system reachability), and restrict the length of the audio delivery path to small

hops (to achieve a good end-to-end latency performance).

WCG outperforms UCG in terms of system reachability and the end-to-end

latency. While UCG achieve a faster convergence due to the uniform setting

of the system model. In general WCG would be a better solution for P2P 3D

audio streaming considering the heterogenous user bandwidth, churn, and avatar

mobility.
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6

Evaluation of Approaches for 3D

Audio Streaming over NVEs

To evaluate the feasibility and performance of the Intra-AoI approach (with cross-

tree adjustment) and the game-theoretic approaches (UCG and WCG formula-

tion), I have implemented a comprehensive simulation program based on C++.

The metrics that I use to evaluate the performance of the proposed approaches

are system reachability, end-to-end latency, and system convergence and stability.

6.1 Evaluation Settings

I initially deploy n = 500 nodes in a 500m×500m simulated NVE, where the AoI

radius of each node is chosen to be 30 m and 40 m (similar to the normal text

chat range of 20 m in Second Life). Considering that any P2P application will

almost certainly perform NAT traversal to establish direct connections between

nodes, I assume that NAT hole punching techniques [69] are used. For each pair of

nodes, the HPSR (hole punching success ratio) is defined as the fraction of times

that the NAT hole punching process succeeds, thus reflecting the probability of a

successful connection. According to the experiments of [70], I choose three HPSRs

(i.e., 0.8, 0.85, 0.9, and 0.95) to evaluate the performance of all the algorithms.

Without loss of generality, two patterns of population densities are considered

in the simulation: nodes are uniformly distributed (denoted by U) or clustered

(denoted by C) in the virtual world, respectively. Therefore, I consider four
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Table 6.1: List of parameters used in the simulation.

Parameter Units

Virtual world (m2) 5002

Radius of AoI (m) 30, 40

Initial number of nodes 500

Mean of speaking duration (sec) 300

Range of node speed (m/sec) [0,12]

Fraction of concurrent speakers (s/n = |S|/|V |) [0, 0.5]

Churn rate (number of nodes per min) [0,30]

Helper update interval (sec) 10, 30

scenarios in the evaluation, as shown in Figure 6.1. The average number of

neighbors are shown in Figure 6.2.

Based on a realistic upload capacity dataset collected from dslreports.com [63],

I evaluate all the proposed approaches in a heterogeneous environment by as-

signing an upload capacity randomly selected from the dataset to each node. In

addition, only 25% of the upload capacity of each node is dedicated to audio chan-

nels, each of which has a 25 kbps delivery rate (e.g., the maximum bandwidth

of any audio stream in TeamSpeak 2). The remaining bandwidth is reserved for

NVE or game control related traffic. Figure 6.3(b) shows the distribution of the

audio-dedicated download and upload units. To simulate avatar mobility, I use

the well-known random walk model to evaluate the performance of the proposed

algorithms in a worse case because an avatar is unlikely to move randomly in a

networked virtual environment. In addition, I assume that the duration of each

conversation session conforms to an exponential distribution. A Poisson-based

model is used to emulate churn, where the churn rate denotes the number of

nodes joining or leaving the system per minute. Table 6.1 shows the parameters

I used in the simulations.
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6.2 System Reachability

(a) Scenario U-30. (b) Scenario C-30.

(c) Scenario U-40. (d) Scenario C-40.

Figure 6.1: Four scenarios used in the evaluation.

6.2 System Reachability

First, the system reachability of different approaches: SPT, the Intra-AoI ap-

proach [21, 22], game-theoretic approach (UCG and WCG) and OPT are eval-

uated. OPT denotes an optimal solution that achieves the maximum system

reachability respecting the limit of the upload capacity of each node. Since it

is a NP-hard problem to find OPT in a P2P manner [41], I emulate OPT using
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Figure 6.2: Distribution of number of neighbors.
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of download and upload bandwidth.

a C/S solution: a server with an upload capacity
∑n

i=1 ui − n forwards every

audio stream. SPT denotes the solution which construct the multicast tree us-

ing the traditional shortest path tree algorithm. Based on the observation that

the default keep-alive period is 120 s in BitTorrent, for example, and considering

that NVEs are highly dynamic environments, I evaluate two different helper up-

date intervals of 10 s and 30 s (denoted by m), respectively. For the Intra-AoI
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6.2 System Reachability

approach, a cross-tree adjustment (CTA) [22] technique is used to improve the

system reachability.

To facilitate the presentation, I use the term spt-sr, intra-aoi-sr, ucg-sr, wcg-

sr and opt-sr to denote the system reachability of SPT, the Intra-AoI approach,

UCG, WCG and OPT, respectively. In addition, s
n
is used to denote the frac-

tion of concurrent speakers, where s is the number of concurrent speakers. The

speaking activity is categorized into low ( s
n
∈ [0, 0.1)), medium ( s

n
∈ [0.1, 0.3))

and high ( s
n
∈ [0, 3.0.5]).

Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 shows spt-sr, intra-aoi-sr, ucg-sr, wcg-sr and opt-

sr in the four scenarios (e.g., U-30, U-40, C-30 and C-40). The average number

of the neighbors of each speaker in the four scenarios is shown in Figure 6.2.

In the scenarios that the positions of avatars are uniformly distributed in

the NVE (i.e., U-30 and U-40), as shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, WCG can

achieve a near-optimal system reachability (around 95% shown in Figures 6.4(d)

and 6.5(d)) when the HPSR is high. If the HPSR is low (0.8), wcg-sr can achieve

80%. However, spt-sr as well as intra-aoi-sr decreases dramatically as HPSR

decreases. For example, intra-aoi-sr is less than 82% when HPSR is high (0.95),

and it decreases to 65% when HPSR is low (0.8). On average, WCG achieves

a 15% higher system reachability than the Intra-AoI approach with scenario U.

This is attributed to the different dissemination structures of WCG and the Intra-

AoI approach. Each audio delivery path in WCG is at most 2 hops, while the

length of the audio delivery path in Intra-AoI trees is usually larger than 2 hops,

especially when the number of neighbors is large. In addition, audio streams can

be successfully delivered to the first hop in WCG, since each node will select

the helpers with which it can establish connections (using NAT hole punching).

This further reduces the impact of HPSR to the system reachability of WCG.

Compared to WCG, UCG achieves a lower system reachability. Note that helpers

in UCG have the same capacity and cannot serve multiple speakers at the same

time, and this decrease the utilization of upload bandwidth of peers.

In the scenarios that the positions of avatars are clustered in the NVE (i.e., C-

30 andC-40), as illustrated in Figures 6.6 and 6.7, spt-sr and intra-aoi-sr declines

dramatically as the value of s
n
increases from 0 to 0.2, because the number of

neighbors increases greatly in the scenario C-30 and C-40. We can see that WCG
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(a) HPSR = 0.8. (b) HPSR = 0.85.
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(c) HPSR = 0.9. (d) HPSR = 0.95.

Figure 6.4: System reachability with different HPSRs in Scenario U-30, where

nodes are uniformly distributed in the NVE. The radius of each node is 30 m.

outperforms Intra-AoI approach by 20% on average. Note that the increase of

neighbors will increase the length of the audio delivery path in Intra-AoI approach

(the upload capacity constraints of nodes remain the same as in scenario U). This

degrades the system reachability both due to the upload capacity constraints and

the HPSR.

It can be observed from Figures 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 that game-theoretic ap-

proaches (e.g., WCG and UCG) will outperform Intra-AoI approach and SPT

under all conditions, especially when the speaking activity is high and nodes are

clustered in the NVE. This is attributed to the different upload bandwidth uti-
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(a) HPSR = 0.8. (b) HPSR = 0.85.
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(c) HPSR = 0.9. (d) HPSR = 0.95.

Figure 6.5: System reachability with different HPSRs in Scenario U-40, where

nodes are uniformly distributed in the NVE. The radius of each node is 40 m.

lization schemes of WCG/UCG, Intra-AoI approach and SPT. Specifically, every

speaker in SPT cannot efficiently utilize the upload bandwidth of its neighbors

(i.e., within the AoI). For MLT, each speaker can only utilize the upload band-

width of its neighbors. However each speaker with IDM can utilize the upload

bandwidth of the nodes in a system-wide manner.

The helper update interval in WCG/UCG has a limited impact on the system

reachability. Specifically, if the value of s
n
is less than 0.2, the system reachability

of IDM with both helper update intervals is close and near-optimal. This is due

to the fast convergence of PLB, which can lead the system to converge to an
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(a) HPSR = 0.8. (b) HPSR = 0.85.
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(c) HPSR = 0.9. (d) HPSR = 0.95.

Figure 6.6: System reachability with different HPSRs in Scenario C-30, where

nodes are clustered in the NVE. The radius of each node is 30 m.

approximately balanced state rapidly.

6.3 End-to-end Latency

Next, I present the end-to-end latency performance of the SPT, Intra-AoI, UCG,

WCG and C/S schemes. To emulate the C/S scheme, I randomly choose a node in

the system as the server which forwards the audio streams sent by every node. The

Meridian latency matrix [71] is used to emulate the end-to-end latency between

any two nodes in the system.
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(a) HPSR = 0.8. (b) HPSR = 0.85.
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(c) HPSR = 0.9. (d) HPSR = 0.95.

Figure 6.7: System reachability with different HPSRs in Scenario C-40, where

nodes are clustered in the NVE. The radius of each node is 40 m.

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 illustrate the distribution of end-to-end latencies from

the speakers to their receivers with different approaches in the four scenarios. It

can be seen that SPT achieves the best latency performance since the multicast

trees are constructed based on shortest path trees. Comparing to the Intra-AoI

approach, we can see that WCG significantly reduces the end-to-end latency that

the receivers experience.

As shown in Figures 6.8(a) and 6.9(a), If the radius of AoI is 30 m, nearly

90% of the receivers with WCG can receive their audio streams within 200 ms,

which is the maximum acceptable one-way latency in an interactive audio ap-
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(a) Scenario U-30. (b) Scenario U-40.

Figure 6.8: End-to-end latency performance in the scenario where the positions

of avatars are uniformly distributed in the NVE.
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Figure 6.9: End-to-end latency performance in the scenario where the positions

of avatars are clustered in the NVE.
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plication [16]. However, only 80% of receivers with the Intra-AoI approach can

satisfy the latency constraint. If the radius of AoI is set to 40 m, the number of

neighbors of each speaker will increase, and the latency performance with Intra-

AoI approach will degrade significantly, as illustrated in Figure 6.8(b) and 6.9(b).

Specifically, less than 70% and 60% of receivers with the Intra-AoI approach can

satisfy the latency constraint in scenario U-40 and C-40, respectively, as shown

in Figures 6.8(b) and 6.9(b).

Moreover, the node location distribution in the virtual world has no impact

on the end-to-end latencies of receivers with WCG. This is because the length

of every audio delivery path with WCG is at most 2 links. Hence the latency

performance of WCG is similar or better than the optimal latency performance of

the client-server solutions. However, UCG will be affected by the node location

distribution, since the length of audio delivery path with UCG depends on the

number of neighbors of speakers. As the number of neighbors increases, the

length of audio delivery path would increase since helpers with UCG have the

same capacity.

6.4 System Convergence and Stability

The final simulation is performed to demonstrate that game-theoretic approaches

(i.e., UCG and WCG) can lead the system to converge to a steady state very

quickly and that it can adapt to churn.

Figure 6.10(a) shows the worst-case convergence time of load balancing algo-

rithms with UCG and WCG, where all the nodes update their helpers simultane-

ously at each step. Moreover, all nodes will select the same node as their helper

initially, i.e., the system starts from the state where ∃vi ∈ V, ∀vj ∈ V, {vi} =

h(vj). We see from Figure 6.10(a) that UCG and WCG can lead the system to

converge to a steady state within O(log log n) steps regardless of the node position

distributions, where n is the number of nodes in the system.

I collected the total number of concurrent users 1 in Second Life during a

period of 24 hours, as shown in Figure 6.11.

1http://secondlife.com/xmlhttp/secondlife.php
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Figure 6.10: Worst-case convergence rate of UCG and WCG.
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Figure 6.11: Number of online users in Secondlife during a day.

The value of the potential function of UCG and WCG reflects the distribution
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6.5 Overhead

of loads on the nodes, and a lower value of the potential function results in a

higher system reachability (see Theorems 2 and 7, and Eq.5.55). Figure 6.12

shows the value of the potential function of the system during 24 hours. It can

be observed that the value of the potential function varies frequently when churn

is high (e.g., during the time intervals 08:00-14:00 and 14:00-00:00). Despite the

frequent spikes (resulting from churn) in the potential function, the system always

quickly returns to a stable state (i.e., ǫ-Nash equilibrium), which is attributed to

the fast convergence rate of UCG and WCG. Therefore, the system performance

is stable such that the impact of system dynamics on the reachability is mitigated.
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Figure 6.12: Value of potential function over time.

6.5 Overhead

Figure 6.13 depicts the communication overhead incurred by UCG and WCG

during a day. The communication overhead are incurred by the helper updating

process at nodes, because of their need to establish new connections with newly

selected helpers. The communications overhead rises proportionally with the
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fraction of nodes that update their helpers. It can observed that, even during

periods of high churn (e.g., 08:00-14:00 and 14:00-00:00), only a small portion of

nodes (less than 2.5%) will change their helpers. When the churn is low (e.g.,

06:00-08:00), less than 1% of nodes will change their helpers. Therefore, I believe

the communication overhead of UCG and WCG is reasonable in practice.
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Figure 6.13: Fraction of nodes updating their helpers over time.

To investigate the processing overhead of nodes incurred by UCG and WCG,

I compute the time interval between two successive helper update operations, as

shown in Figure 6.14. It can be observed that 50% of time intervals between two

successive helper update operations are larger than 100 seconds. On average, each

node establishes connections with newly selected helpers (i.e., change its helpers)

every 420 seconds. As a result, the processing overhead of nodes is relatively low.

6.6 Angular Errors Introduced by Audio Mix-

ing

Audio mixing may result in some spatial information loss because the position

information of two or more audio sources are merged and averaged. Figure 6.15
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Figure 6.14: Distribution of the time interval between two successive helper

updating operations .

depicts the angular error introduced through this merging process. We can ob-

serve from Figure 6.15 that the angular errors introduced by audio mixing are

significantly affected by avatar mobility, and the number of neighbors (note that

a larger AoI radius results in a larger number of neighbors in general). Since

the system reachability may be further increased by mixing audio streams on the

helpers scarifying users’ perception of the 3D audio, the audio mixing techniques

is worth further exploring in the future work.
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Figure 6.15: CDF of angular error when mixing audio streams with a fixed talking

probability of 50% in the two scenarios.
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7

Game-Theoretic Approach for

Peer-assisted Texture Streaming

In this chapter, I propose a light-weight, decentralized and effective peer selec-

tion strategy for peer-assisted texture systems which can minimize the server

bandwidth consumption while respecting the latency constraints of textures.

7.1 System Model

The most popular metaverse today is Second Life [12], where the virtual world

consists of non-overlapping and independent regions. Each region is managed by

a server that maintains the states of all objects and avatars within the region.

To simply the discussion, I restrict my focus to a single region in Second Life.

Once a peer logs in, it contacts the server which ensures the persistency of the

region by continually sending relevant updates of objects and avatars to the peer

through the network. In addition, the server determines the relevant subset of

data that is required by each peer according to its location and visibility.

Each peer can freely roam around within the region and interact with other

peers and objects within its area-of-interest (AoI), which is defined as a circular

space around the peer with a given radius. The peers in the AoI of a peer are

called AoI neighbors. Each peer needs to download the textures within its AoI

that are not stored in its cache as it is moving in the region. After receiving the

demanded textures, it will store them in its cache, from where a view is rendered
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according to the spatial information (e.g., location and orientation) of the objects

that the textures apply to. The size of the cache is determined by the metaverse

provider or peers themselves. I assume that the default cache size of each peer is

128 MB (default cache size of users in Second Life). A simple but effective cache

replacement algorithm is used in our setting: the cached textures that are far

way from the avatar will be replaced with the newly downloaded textures when

the cache is full.

To cut the server bandwidth cost, every peer is allowed to download the

required textures from other peers by sending requests to others. If a peer receives

requests from other peers, it is regarded as a content provider of those peers, and

I assume every peer can be a provider to others. These requests are processed by

content providers in a FIFO (First In First Out) manner. To maintain a good

user satisfaction, all the requested textures must be delivered within a certain

time limit, defined as the latency constraint of textures. If a peer fails to obtain

the requested textures from its content providers within the latency constraint

(due to the upload constraints of its content providers), it will send the requests

to the server, thus consuming server bandwidth.

Let P and T denote the set of online peers and the set of textures in a region,

respectively. The size of texture i ∈ T , denoted by wi, is measured in units

of kilobytes (i.e., KB). Let rji denote the request sent by peer j for texture i,

and the weight of the request rji be the size of the requested texture (i.e., wi).

The latency constraint for each texture is denoted by d, measured in seconds.

Without loss of generality, I assume online peers are heterogeneous and have

different upload capacities. Let ui denote the upload capacity of peer i, measured

in kilobytes per second, i.e., KB/s. It is critical to note that the upload capacity

is assumed to be the only bottleneck in the system, since the bottleneck caused

by the constrained download capacities of peers can be eliminated by reducing

the number of requests accordingly.

Let Ri = ∪j∈P{rji } be the set of requests sent by all peers for texture i.

Since every texture is unique, we have Ri ∩Rj = ∅ for any two textures i and j.

In order to avoid receiving duplicate textures which would significantly increase

bandwidth overhead and server bandwidth cost, every request is sent to only one

of the peers. In other words, every request has only one provider. Similarly, let
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Term Definition

P Set of online peers.

T Set of textures.

ui Upload capacity of peer i ∈ P .

wi Size of texture i ∈ T .

rik Request sent by peer i for texture k.

Rk Set of requests for texture k. Rk = ∪i∈P{rik}
Sk Set of peers that have texture k in their caches.

li Load of peer i ∈ P .

h
i,j
k Height of request rik at its provider, peer j.

d Latency constraint of textures.

Table 7.1: List of notations and their definitions.

Si ⊆ P be the set of peers that have texture i in their caches. The information of

Si can be piggybacked into the updates sent by the server through the network.

The load of peer i, denoted by li, is defined as the total weights of requests sent

to peer i. The height of request rik (sent by peer i) at peer j, denoted by hi,j
k

(since every request is unique and has only one provider), is defined as the load

of peer j directly after request rik arrives at peer j. The notations that will be

used throughout this chapter are summarized in Table 7.1.

7.2 Problem Formulation

Since the amount of data that can be delivered by peer i within the latency

constraint is d · ui, the server will disseminate the rest of the amount of data, if

any, to the corresponding peers that sent their requests to peer i. Therefore, the

server will send max{li− d · ui, 0} of data due to the inadequate upload capacity

of peer i. Our goal is to minimize the bandwidth consumption at the server while

respecting the upload capacities of heterogeneous peers, which can be formally
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stated as follows:

(F1)min
∑

i∈P

max{
∑

Rk 6=∅

∑

i∈Sk

xj,i
k wk − d · ui, 0} (7.1)

s.t.
∑

i∈Sk

xj,i
k = 1, ∀rjk ∈ Rk (7.2)

xj,i
k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀rjk ∈ Rk. (7.3)

As shown in Eq. 7.3, xj,i
k is an indicator variable indicating whether the request

rjk is sent to peer i. Specifically, if rjk is sent to peer i, xj,i
k = 1; otherwise xj,i

k = 0.

Eq. 7.2 shows that every request has only one provider. The load of peer i is

li =
∑

Rk 6=∅

∑

i∈Sk

xj,i
k wk. (7.4)

Note that the equivalent problem of minimizing the bandwidth consumption

at the server is to maximize the total amount of data that is transmitted by

peers within the latency constraint of textures (i.e., d seconds), which can be

formulated as follows:

(F2) max
∑

j∈P

∑

k∈T

wkx
j,i
k (7.5)

s.t.
∑

i∈Sk

∑

k∈T

wkx
j,i
k ≤ d · ui, ∀rjk ∈ Rk, (7.6)

xj,i
k ∈ {0, 1}, ∀rjk ∈ Rk. (7.7)

It can be observed that the alternative formulation (i.e., F2) is a multidi-

mensional knapsack problem [72], which is NP-complete [73] in general. Many

approaches have been proposed to solve it, such as LP-relaxation [74], the primal-

dual method [75] and dynamic programming [76].

I would like to point out that centralized approaches are not desirable for

the design of peer selection strategies in peer-assisted texture streaming systems

since a global connectivity information and the request information is required

to obtain a feasible solution. Therefore, the computation to solve F1 (Eq. 7.1)

or F2 (Eq. 7.5) will be invoked upon churn (i.e., peer’s leaving or joining) and

avatar mobility that significantly changes the set of requests. As the number of
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peers increases, the overhead of communication and processing is not tolerable in

practice.

Although there exist decentralized [77] and online [75] [78] algorithms that

compute approximate solutions within poly-logarithmic communication rounds,

they are based on the assumption that each peer has the same capacity and

is aware of global information, i.e., it knows about loads and upload capacities

of peers, and the connectivity information between any two peers. However,

I consider the scenario where peers have different upload capacities and each

requested texture needs to be downloaded within the latency constraint. As

a result, existing centralized or decentralized algorithms which aiming to solve

Eq. 7.5 in the formulation F2 are not suitable for peer-assisted texture streaming.

By combining Eq. 7.1 and Eq. 7.4, the objective function of F1 can be sim-

plified to

min
∑

i∈P

max{li − d · ui, 0}, (7.8)

where max{li− d ·ui, 0} is the amount of bandwidth consumed by the server due

to the inadequate upload capacity of peer i. Therefore, I transform F1 into an

asymmetric load balancing problem: how to distribute the loads on overloaded

peers (i.e., li > d · ui) to underloaded peers (i.e., li < d · ui).

The objective of this chapter is to design a light-weight peer selection strategy

that can be implemented in a decentralized and online fashion. Considering that a

practical peer selection strategy should be performed in a decentralized manner,

I model the peer selection strategy as a congestion game and thus inherit its

practical and decentralized nature, which has been successfully used to model load

balancing problems in P2P networks as well as many other real world applications

due to its conceptual simplicity.

7.3 Minimizing Server Bandwidth Cost

The server bandwidth minimization problem can be formulated as an asymmetric

weighted congestion game, denoted by G, which is defined as

G = (N,M, (Ai)i∈N , (fe)e∈M), (7.9)
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where N = ∪k∈WRk andM = ∪k∈WSk correspond to the set of requests and peers

(i.e., providers) in our scenario, respectively. Each request i ∈ N has a weight

wi (i.e., the size of the requested texture), and each peer i ∈ M has an upload

capacity ui. The strategy set of request i, denoted by Ai, is the set of peers Mi

that have stored the requested texture in their caches. Since every request is sent

to only one of the peers at a time, G is a singleton congestion game, i.e., ∀i ∈ N ,

ai ∈ Ai.

The strategy profile of G, denoted by a = (ai)i∈N corresponds to the peer

selection profile, and A = ×i∈NAi corresponds to the set of all possible peer

selection profiles. The cost of request i given a peer selection profile a is defined

as

ci(a) = min{max{hi − d · uj, 0}, wi}, (7.10)

where j = ai is the peer selected by request i and hi is the height of request i at

peer j. Clearly, for each peer j ∈ M , the sum of the cost of requests that select

peer j is

∑

ai=j

ci(a) =
∑

ai=j

min{max{hi − d · uj, 0}, wi} (7.11)

= max{lj − d · uj, 0}, ∀ai ∈ a. (7.12)

Recall that max{lj−d·uj, 0} is the amount of data that the server will disseminate

to the corresponding peers due to the upload capacity limitation of peer j. I define

the potential function of G is as the sum of the cost of all requests:

Φ(a) =
∑

j∈M

∑

ai=j

ci(a)

=
∑

j∈M

max{lj − d · uj, 0}. (7.13)

Therefore, the problem of minimizing the server bandwidth cost can be solved

by minimizing the potential function of the corresponding congestion game. The

peer selection profile, i.e., a, has a significant impact on the server bandwidth

cost, which is minimized if a is a pure Nash equilibrium (i.e., a = a∗ as shown in

Eq. 5.3).
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7.4 Peer Selection Strategy

Based on the established connection between the congestion game G (see Eq. 7.9)

and the server bandwidth cost minimization problem, an optimal peer selection

strategy can be thought of as an optimal strategy profile, i.e., a pure Nash equi-

librium of G. It has been shown that finding a pure Nash equilibrium in a

congestion game is PLS-complete [66], hence the number of changes of the strat-

egy profile required from one state to any pure Nash equilibrium is exponentially

large. Therefore, our goal is to quickly reach an approximate Nash equilibrium

from any state by enabling each peer to change its strategies for its requests ac-

cording to a bounded jump rule (see lines 14 and 19 in Algorithm 9), which will

be discussed later in this section.

It is worth highlighting that the offline peer selection strategies are undesirable

in practice due to both the additional delay they incur to find appropriate content

providers for all peers, and the inefficient utilization of peer bandwidth (since

the peer bandwidth cannot be used to delivery texture data during the process

of finding a good peer selection strategy). Furthermore, metaverses are highly

dynamic environments such that churn, avatar mobility, and time-varying peer

capacities will significantly degrade the feasibility and efficiency of offline peer

selection strategies.

I introduce a light-weight online peer selection strategy, shown in Algorithm

9, which reduces the server bandwidth cost by enabling each peer to repeatedly

update its strategy for each texture that it requests. More specifically, all requests

are sent by peers in a repeated fashion, i.e., the strategy of each request can be

changed if (1) the current content provider of the request is overloaded, and (2) the

corresponding peer finds an underloaded provider within the latency constraint.

Our approach is an online algorithm such that each peer performs the peer

selection process and the texture transmission process in parallel. Each request is

sent to a peer once it is generated (line 10 in Algorithm 9). Each peer i can change

its strategy for each request in a repeated fashion if the bounded jump rule is

satisfied. Also, our algorithm is light-weight such that each peer i needs to contact

u.a.r. (i.e., uniformly at random) only one other peer in Sk(d
′) for each request rik
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Algorithm 9: Peer selection for each peer i ∈ P .

1 Let t be the local time of peer i;

2 Let rik be the request sent by peer i for texture k ∈ T ;

3 Let tk be the time when rik is generated;

4 Let aki be the provider of the request rik;

5 foreach rik ∈ Rk do

6 Contact a peer j from Sk(d) u.a.r. ;

7 if timeout then

8 Go to line 6;

9 aki ← j;

10 Send rik to peer aki ;

11 Let hi
k be height of rik at peer j;

12 if hi
k ≤ d · uj then

13 Stop contacting other peers;

14 while t ≤ tk + d and hi
k − (d− t + tk)uaki

≥ wk do

15 Contact a peer j′ from Sk(d− t+ tk) u.a.r. ;

16 if timeout then

17 Go to line 14;

18 Let lj′ be the load of peer j′;

19 if lj′ ≤ (d− t + tk)uj′ then

20 aki ← j′;

21 Send rik to peer aki ;

22 else

23 Go to line 14;

24 Let hi
k be height of rik at peer j′;

25 if hi
k < wk + (d− t+ tk) · u′

j then

26 Stop contacting other peers;

27 Send the request for texture k directly to the server;

with latency constraint d′ at one time, where Sk(d
′) = {i ∈ Sk : li < d′ui}. The

load and capacity information (i.e., li and ui) of Sk is maintained by the server
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and can be piggybacked onto the update packets in practical implementations.

The current latency constraint (i.e., d′ = d− t+ tk) of the request is calculated at

the requesting peer, where t and tk are the current time and the time when the

request is generated, respectively. It is worth noting that every peer in Sk has

the same probability being selected, although some peers have failed to satisfy

the bounded jump rule in previous rounds. Because both requests and caches of

peers are highly dynamic due to the avatar mobility.

The key idea of the bounded jump rule is to restrict the change of strategies

such that the potential of the system decreases monotonically. Since all requests

are processed by their content providers in a FIFO fashion, the peers that have

the requests which can be processed within their latency constraints will not

consider changing their current strategies (see lines 12 and 25 in Algorithm 9).

From the perspective of congestion games, those requests (i.e., players in games)

have no incentives to change their strategies since their costs cannot be reduced

(for pure Nash equilibrium) or not significantly reduced (for ǫ-Nash equilibrium).

More formally, for a given request rik (sent by peer i for texture k) at peer aki

with a weight wk and a height hi
k(t), by Eq. 7.10, the cost of rik at time t is

cri
k
(a(t)) = min{max{hi

k(t)− (d− t + tk)uaki
, 0}, wk},

where a(t) is the strategy profile of all peers at t, and (d − t + tk) is the latency

constraint of texture k at t. This implies

cri
k
(a(t)) = wk ⇐⇒ hi

k(t)− (d− t+ tk)uaki
≥ wk. (7.14)

Therefore, a peer will consider to change its strategy for its requests only when the

costs of requests equal their weights, otherwise it will stop contacting other peers

(line 26 in Algorithm 9). If the requesting peer of request rik (i.e., peer i) finds

another peer j′ at t (line 15 in Algorithm 9) during the repeated update process

(the loop from line 14 to line 26 in Algorithm 9) such that lj′(t) ≤ (d− t+ tk)uj′,

it will send the request rik to peer j′. It is worth noting that multiple peers may

find peer j′ and send requests to peer j′ at the same time. In the worst case,

only the first request can be processed by peer j′ since peers process requests in

a FIFO manner. Finally, the request will be sent to the server if cri
k
(a(t)) = wk

for any t ∈ [tk, tk + d].
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With the bounded jump rule, it is easy to observe that the potential function

of game G is monotonically decreasing such that for a given set of requests and

∀t1, t2, we have

t1 ≤ t2 =⇒ Φ(a(t1)) ≤ Φ(a(t2)). (7.15)

Furthermore, our algorithm applies to a fully distributed and concurrent setting

such that all peers can change their strategies for their requests at the same time

without a centralized coordination.

7.5 Convergence Analysis

Recall that the proposed peer selection strategy follows principles and mechanisms

of congestion games, and thus it is carried out in a repeated fashion (see Algorithm

9). More specifically, every peer i will repeatedly contact a provider j in Sk for

each texture k that it requests (i.e., rik), and it will change its strategy for the

request (i.e., aki ) if the bounded jump rule (see lines 14 and 19 in Algorithm 9) is

satisfied. In addition, peers perform this process individually without centralized

coordination.

I formulate the problem of minimizing the server bandwidth cost as a con-

gestion game, and I define the potential of the congestion game as the server

bandwidth cost (see Eq. 7.13), which is minimized when a Nash equilibrium (a

steady state) is reached. With the proposed bounded jump rule, a steady state

is a ǫ-Nash equilibrium of the congestion game. Therefore, a critical question to

investigate is how fast does the system reach a ǫ-Nash equilibrium from any state?

In what follows, I seek to investigate the upper bound of the convergence time of

our peer selection strategy.

Recall that the potential function of the game G with the bounded jump

rule is monotonically decreasing in the presence of concurrent changes of peers’

strategies (peers update their content providers (i.e., peers in M) individually),

because peers only consider to change the strategies of the requests that are sent

to overloaded peers. More specifically, peer i will change the content provider of

request rik, if and only if hi,j
k − (d− t + tk)uj ≥ wk (i.e., Eq. 7.14 and Line 14 in

Algorithm 9), where t and tk are the local time and the time when the request is
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generated, respectively. The equivalent condition is hi,j
k +(t− tk)uj −wk ≥ d ·uj.

Therefore, I can analyze the convergence rate of the proposed peer selection

strategy via analyzing the convergence rate of the corresponding congestion game.

Theorem 11. Given a game G = (N,M, (Ai)i∈N , (fe)e∈M) that satisfies the

bounded jump rule, where N = ∪k∈WRk and M = ∪k∈WSk is the set of requests

and content providers, respectively. Then a ǫ-Nash equilibrium can be reached

within O(logn) rounds, where n is the number of online peers.

Proof. Let Φ(t) be the potential of the game at time t. According to Eq. 7.13,

we have Φ(t) =
∑

k∈R(t) wk. Similarly, let S(t) = ∪k∈R(t)Sk(d) be the set of

underloaded peers at time t, where Sk(d) = {i ∈ Sk : li < d · ui} denotes the

set of underloaded peers that have texture k in their caches. Let n = |P | and
mt = |S(t)| be the number of online peers and the number of underloaded content

providers at time t, respectively.

Note that a pure equilibrium can be reached at time t′ if (1) Φ(t′) = 0 (all

requests can be delivered by peers within the latency constraint), or (2) m = 0

(no more underloaded content providers). Therefore, I introduce a non-increasing

function Ψ(t) = mtΦ(t) to analyze the convergence rate of proposed peer selection

strategy.

At time t + 1, let x = {x1, x2, ..., xmt
} be a vector, where xi denote the total

size of requests that migrate to peer i ∈ S(t). Obviously, Φ(t) =
∑mt

i=1 xi. By

applying CauchySchwarz inequality to E[Ψ(t + 1)], which is the expected value

of Ψ(t + 1), we have the following:

E[Ψ(t + 1)] = E[mt+1Φ(t+ 1)] (7.16)

≤
(

E[m2
t+1]E[Φ

2(t + 1)]
)

1
2 . (7.17)

Noting that the square root function f : x→√x and the function g : x→ x2 are

convex functions, I apply Jensen’s inequality to Eq. 7.17 and get

E[Ψ(t + 1)] ≤ E[mt+1]E[Φ(t + 1)] (7.18)

=

mt
∑

m=1

mPr(mt+1 = m)E[Φ(t + 1)|mt+1 = m], (7.19)
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where m is the number of underloaded content providers in S(t+1) at time t+1.

The expected value of the potential function given m is

E[Φ(t + 1)|mt+1 = m] = Φ(t)−

(

m− 1

mt − 1

)

(

m

mt

)

mt
∑

i=1

xi (7.20)

=

(

1− m

mt

)

Φ(t). (7.21)

Combining Eq. 7.21 and Eq. 7.19, we have the following:

E[Ψ(t + 1)] ≤
mt
∑

m=1

m

(

1− m

mt

)

Φ(t) Pr(mt+1 = m) (7.22)

≤ mt

4
Φ(t)

mt
∑

m=1

Pr(mt+1 = m) (7.23)

=
1

4
Ψ(t). (7.24)

Let τ be the number of rounds that a ǫ-Nash equilibrium (i.e., Ψ(t+τ) = O(1))

is reached from time t. By Lemma 12 (see right column), we have

E[τ |Ψ(t)] ≤ log

(

Ψ(t)

Ψ(t+ τ)

)

(7.25)

= log (Ψ(t)) . (7.26)

Note that the maximum value of of Ψ(t) is |T |n2 (|T | is the total number of

textures), which occurs in the case when every peer requests all the textures in

the region. Therefore, E[τ ] ≤ 2 log(|T |n). By Markov’s inequality, we have that

Pr(τ ≥ 40 log(|T |n)) ≤ E[τ ]

40 log(|T |n) = 0.05. (7.27)

This implies that Pr(τ ≤ 40 log(|T |n)) ≥ 0.95. As a result, with a high prob-

ability, a ǫ-Nash equilibrium can be reached from any state within O(logn)

rounds.

Lemma 12. Let X1, X2, ... denote a sequence of non-negative random variables

and assume that for all i ≥ 0

E[Xi|Xi−1 = xi−1] ≤ α · xi−1
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for some constant α ∈ (0, 1). Furthermore, fix some constant x∗ ∈ (0, x0] and let

τ be the random variable that describes the smallest t such that Xt ≤ x∗. Then,

E[τ |X0 = x0] ≥
2

log(1/α)
· log

(x0

x∗

)

. (7.28)

Proof. The complete proof is shown in [79].

Theorem 11 indicates that the proposed peer selection strategy can rapidly

reach a ǫ-Nash equilibrium within O(logn) communication rounds from any state,

where n is the total number of online peers in the region.

7.6 Evaluation

In this section, the proposed peer-assisted texture streaming system is evaluated

using a comprehensive simulation program with input from realistic traces col-

lected from the most popular metaverse application - Second Life. I choose Second

Life to conduct our evaluation, as the Second Life Viewer1 and OpenMetaverse2

are open source and provide functionalities to collect the texture information and

location information of avatars from Second Life servers.

For comparisons, I have also simulated the following three peer selection al-

gorithms using the same implementation settings with the proposed algorithm:

(1) C/S scheme, where all the requests are solely served by the centralized server;

(2) FLoD [42], where each peer can send its requests to AoI neighbors; if AoI

neighbors fail to respond, it will send the requests to the server; (3) BAPS [44],

which allocates the upload capacities of peers into channels and each peer will

select the provider that in the currently connected channels; if the provider is

overloaded, it will pick a peer from AoI neighbors as the provider; if that fails, it

will randomly select a peer beyond of the AoI; eventually the request will go to

the server if no appropriate provider is found.

1http://wiki.secondlife.com/wiki/Source_downloads
2http://openmetaverse.org/
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Region Number/Size of Textures User Hours

Freebies 2940 / 0.71 GB 201.1

Waterhead 407 / 0.21 GB 580.1

Orientation Island 87 / 0.56 GB 604.7

Mauve 621 / 0.57 GB 270.7

Japan Resort 551 / 0.41 GB 364.5

Table 7.2: Total number and size of textures and user hours of different regions

during a day.

7.6.1 Data Collection and Simulation Setup

I collect the realistic texture information of 5 regions (i.e., Freebies, Waterhead,

Orientation Island, Mauve, and Japan Resort) from Second Life. The 2D posi-

tions of textures, and the distributions of texture sizes of different regions are

shown in the left column of Figures 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. The total size of

textures and user hours (i.e., the sum of the combined length of all user sessions)

during a day in these regions are summarized in Table 7.2. Before logging into the

Freebies region, I clear the cache of our Second Life Viewer client to store all the

textures after I log in. After logging into each region, I move the avatar within

the region step by step. Specifically, I stop the avatar at each step and wait for

all textures within the AoI to be downloaded and rendered before moving to the

next step until the whole region is covered and all textures within the region have

been downloaded.

It is worth noting that I only collect the textures of objects instead of avatars,

since the positions of textures on avatars may change over time due to the mobility

and behavior of avatars. Since a texture can be applied to multiple objects that

exist in different locations, textures can have multiple positions in our simulations.

I collect the one-day avatar mobility traces of the 5 regions from Second Life.

As shown in the right column of Figure 7.1, the number of concurrent users

changes over time. I assume that every peer joins the system with a cleared

cache, hence peers will request all the textures in their AoIs immediately after

they join the system. As avatars move around in the virtual world, they will

request the textures within their AoI that are not stored in their caches. The
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Region
Server Bandwidth Cost (GB) Fraction of Saved Bandwidth

C/S FLoD BAPS Proposed FLoD BAPS Proposed

Freebies 215.6 201.1 183.5 166.1 6.7 % 14.8 % 23.0 %

Waterhead 17.5 8.4 6.6 2.8 52.2 % 62.2 % 84.1 %

Orientation 20.3 11.1 10.5 5.4 45.2 % 48.1 % 73.4 %

Mauve 21.6 17.6 16.4 13.7 18.3 % 23.8 % 36.4 %

Japan Resort 32.6 25.4 24.7 19.4 22.1 % 24.2 % 40.5 %

Table 7.3: Server bandwidth consumption (smaller is better) and the fraction of

saved bandwidth (larger is better) of different algorithms during a day, when the

latency constraint of textures is set to 5 seconds.

default cache size is set to 128 MB for each peer. I use a simple but efficient

cache replacement algorithm such that the cached textures that are far way from

the avatar will be replaced with the newly downloaded textures when the cache

is full.

To evaluate the proposed algorithm in a heterogeneous environment, every

peer is assigned an upload capacity and a download capacity randomly selected

from a realistic data set collected from dslreports.com [63], as shown in Figure 7.3.

Note that peers (especially peers with wireless access) may have bandwidth (both

upload and download) fluctuations, I assume that each peer can utilize 80% of

their assigned capacities most of the time. The AoI radius of each peer is set to

be 64 m, which is the default value in Second Life.

7.6.2 Server Bandwidth Consumption

Recall that our main objective is to reduce the server bandwidth consumption

via utilizing the network capacities of participating peers, hence the main perfor-

mance metric in our simulation is the average server bandwidth consumption in

one day. Three different algorithms are evaluated using collected avatar mobility

traces during a day. I sum up the total amount of textures required and total

amount of texture data that is delivered by the server.

Table 7.3 shows the efficiency of different schemes in terms of server band-

width consumption when the latency constraint of all textures is set to 5 seconds,
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Region
Server Bandwidth Cost (GB) Fraction of Saved Bandwidth

C/S FLoD BAPS Proposed FLoD BAPS Proposed

Freebies 215.6 189.9 161.0 131.4 11.9 % 25.3 % 39.0 %

Waterhead 17.5 5.1 3.0 1.3 70.9 % 82.8 % 92.2 %

Orientation 20.3 7.7 6.5 3.2 61.9 % 68.2 % 84.0 %

Mauve 21.6 14.9 12.5 9.3 30.5 % 41.8 % 56.5 %

Japan Resort 32.6 21.3 20.3 12.6 34.6 % 37.9 % 61.3 %

Table 7.4: Server bandwidth consumption (smaller is better) and the fraction of

saved bandwidth (larger is better) of different algorithms during a day, when the

latency constraint of textures is set to 10 seconds.

i.e., all the required textures should be delivered (from peers or the server) to

the destinations within 5 seconds. It can be observed that all the algorithms

except the C/S scheme can reduce the server bandwidth consumption in all the

regions via utilizing the bandwidth of participating peers. It can be observed

that the proposed peer selection strategy outperforms the other alternatives by

a substantial margin in any region.

Table 7.4 shows the server bandwidth consumption when the latency con-

straint of all textures is set to 10 seconds. Since relaxing the latency constraint

of textures increases the number of requests that peers can satisfy, the server

bandwidth consumption is reduced significantly. It is worth noting that relaxing

the latency constraint of textures inevitably degrades the user satisfaction.

In the case when the number of textures is large (e.g., the Freebies region with

2940 textures), the number of requests is large. Therefore the server bandwidth

consumption is high due to the inadequate capacities of peers which cannot sat-

isfy all the demand. Nevertheless, the proposed algorithm can save 23% and 39%

of server bandwidth consumed by the C/S scheme in the Freebies region when

the latency constraints of textures are 5 seconds and 10 seconds, respectively. In

the case when the number of textures is relatively small (i.e., less than 1000),

peer-assisted schemes can save a large amount of server bandwidth. Moreover, it

can be seen in Tables 7.3 and 7.4 that the proposed peer selection strategy sig-

nificantly outperforms existing algorithms since it can utilize the peer capacities

more efficiently than FLoD and BAPS.
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Region FloD BAPS Proposed

Freebies 76.3 % 66.3 % 50.5 %

Waterhead 25.1 % 20.1 % 10.2 %

Orientation Island 20.1 % 15.9 % 7.5 %

Mauve 47.4 % 42.1 % 31.8 %

Japan Resort 45.4 % 42.7 % 30.2 %

Table 7.5: Expected server request ratio (smaller is better) in different regions,

when the latency constraint of textures is 5 seconds.

Region FloD BAPS Proposed

Freebies 66.3 % 49.6 % 35.8 %

Waterhead 13.4 % 10.2 % 6.6 %

Orientation Island 12.6 % 8.3 % 5.7 %

Mauve 37.4 % 30.1 % 20.1 %

Japan Resort 35.6 % 32.8 % 19.4 %

Table 7.6: Expected server request ratio (smaller is better) in different regions,

when the latency constraint of textures is 10 seconds.

7.6.3 Server Request Ratio

Another performance metric I use is the server request ratio, which is defined as

the percentage of requests in the region that are successfully served by the server.

Intuitively, a higher server request ratio results in both a higher server bandwidth

consumption and a higher server load. Figure 7.4 show the distribution of server

request ratio of different algorithms when the latency constraints of textures are

5 seconds and 10 seconds, respectively.

It can be observed in Tables 7.5 and 7.6 that our peer selection strategy

achieves a lower expected server request ratio than other existing algorithms in all

regions and under all implementation settings. This is because the requests with

the proposed peer selection strategy can be sent to underloaded peers rapidly

within the latency constraint of textures, so that the peers’ bandwidth is effi-

ciently utilized. Therefore, the server load and bandwidth consumption can be

reduced (since fewer requests will be processed). Benefitting from this, the system

scalability can be improved.
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Region
Communication Overhead

d = 5 Seconds d = 10 Seconds

Freebies 2.36 KB/s 2.16 KB/s

Waterhead 0.26 KB/s 0.12 KB/s

Orientation Island 0.08 KB/s 0.06 KB/s

Mauve 1.02 KB/s 0.86 KB/s

Japan Resort 1.04 KB/s 0.88 KB/s

Table 7.7: Averaged communication overhead per peer under different latency

constraints (i.e., d) of textures in different regions.

7.6.4 Overhead

Since the protocol overhead incurred is naturally an important metric for every

distributed algorithm, I investigate the communication overhead incurred by the

proposed peer selection strategy in the last group of simulations. I compute the

average overhead per peer as shown in Table 7.7. It is easy to observe that the

communication overhead of our algorithm is very low, with a consumption of less

than 3 KB/s per peer in all regions. This is because each peer contacts only

one peer for each request at each round, and the sizes of request packets and

their corresponding acknowledge packets are usually small (less than 100 bytes

per packet). Considering that the requests are processed in a FIFO fashion at

each peer, I believe that the processing overhead is reasonable in practice.
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(b) Waterhead
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(c) Orientation Island
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(d) Mauve
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(e) Japan Resort

Figure 7.1: 2D positions of textures (left) and the number of concurrent users

(right) in different regions, each of which is 256× 256 meters.
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Figure 7.4: Distribution of server request ratio (smaller is better) in different

regions during a day, when the latency constraint of textures is set to 5 seconds

and 10 seconds. 123
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Conclusion and future work

In this thesis, I have introduced the design of peer-to-peer based approaches

for the distribution of interactive 3D media (i.e., 3D audio and 3D texture) in

networked virtual environments. The main motivation of this work is not only

the desire to create a 3D audio experience that is more congruent with the three-

dimensional visual display of virtual worlds while at the same time avoiding large,

centralized server resources, but reduce the server bandwidth consumption for 3D

content dissemination in metaverses (NVEs). The results indicate that indeed,

such peer-to-peer based approaches are not only feasible but can achieve good

performance.

For 3D audio streaming in NVEs, I first introduced a heuristic Intra-AoI

approach which constructs multicast trees for spatial audio delivery in NVEs. The

main motivation of the Intra-AoI approach is to quickly deploy multicast trees for

the speakers and achieve high system reachability, while at the same time keeping

the end-to-end latency as low as possible. In particular, the Intra-tree approach

constructs a audio dissemination tree for each speaker in two stages. Firstly, a

speaker constructs a MLT (i.e., minimum latency tree) without considering the

bandwidth limits of the neighbors, trying to minimize the end-to-end latency.

Secondly, the MLT is pruned according to the bandwidth limits and weights of

neighbors. The tree pruning process in this stage will result in orphan nodes,

which will be attached to the MLT by performing a breadth-first-search on the

pruned tree.
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With cross-tree adjustment, the audio dissemination trees can be incremen-

tally constructed and adjusted, Moreover, the system reachability can be further

improved via optimizing the bandwidth allocation at the conflicting nodes in-

curred by multiple concurrent speakers. Besides, audio mixing techniques can

be applied to increase the system reachability with the price of sacrificing users’

perception of the 3D audio.

Considering that the Intra-AoI approach can only utilize the upload band-

width of users within the speakers’ AoI, the performance that it achieves is

sub-optimal and is vulnerable to the system dynamics. The two game-theoretic

approaches, termed UCG and WCG, are proposed in this thesis to provide solu-

tions for the following challenges at the same time: (1) maximizing the system

reachability, (2) satisfying tight latency constraints, and (3) adapting to system

dynamics. With UCG andWCG, users can efficiently utilize the upload capacities

of all the participating users in a system wide manner without global informa-

tion of the network. I proved that the reachability of the system with UCG or

WCG is maximized when the loads of users are balanced proportionally to their

capacities. I then proposed a water-fitting algorithm for UCG and a proportional

load balancing (PLB) algorithm for WCG to balance the loads of users in a fully

distributed manner. Both algorithms can lead the system to converge to a ǫ-Nash

equilibrium in expected O(log log n) time, where n is the number of users in the

system. The simulation results showed that the proposed algorithms are efficient

and desirable in practical compared to the Intra-AoI approach.

In general, WCG will outperform UCG since WCG can utilize the bandwidth

of users more efficiently with the non-uniform model for users’ bandwidth which

is not uniformly distributed in practical. Furthermore, every audio delivery path

with WCG has at most 2 hops such that it can achieve a similar end-to-end

performance as the client-server scheme.

Several additional interesting aspects should be explored in future as well. For

example, Boulstead et al. [39] have introduced a foreground versus background

distinction that places more importance on the accurate sound rendering from

close audio sources. This concept can also be incorporated into our design to

further increase the system reachability via mixing audio streaming for those less

important receivers which are far way from the speakers. Additionally, bandwidth
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allocation algorithms on the helpers (for UCG and WCG) in the game-theoretic

approaches can be improved to increase the system reachability, since the bid

price can be changed due to the mobility of avatars such that the number of

neighbors can be changed. Last but not least, helper selection strategies that

considering the incentive mechanism of users, malicious attack or cheating from

users may be performed to make the P2P 3D audio streaming solution more

robust in practical.

For texture streaming in metaverses, I introduced a peer-assisted texture

streaming system in this thesis to minimize the server bandwidth cost without

degrading the end-user satisfaction in metaverses. I formulated the problem of

server bandwidth minimization problem as a multidimensional knapsack prob-

lem which is NP-complete in general. To propose a approximate solution that

can achieve a near-optimal performance, I formulate the problem as a conges-

tion game, and use the concept of congestion games to design a peer selection

strategy. The proposed peer selection algorithm is light-weight, and it can effi-

ciently utilize the bandwidth of heterogeneous peers in a decentralized manner

by enabling each peer to repeatedly update its content providers independently

and concurrently. The algorithm was evaluated through an extensive comparison

study based on simulations using realistic texture information and avatar mobil-

ity traces collected from Second Life. As shown by the simulation results, the

proposed algorithm can effectively reduce the server bandwidth cost and increase

the scalability of metaverses.

There are a lot of open issues in the area of 3D content streaming in meta-

verses. Firstly, statistic peer selection strategy may be explored. The idea of

statistic peer selection strategy is to select those peers as content providers which

have similar visibility and close to each others. Secondly, caching and prefetch-

ing techniques can be tailed for 3D streaming to further reduce the bandwidth

consumption at the server.

It is worth noting that the two related problems are addressed in this thesis,

which are 3D audio streaming and 3D texture streaming in networked virtual

environments. Both applications are of the types of real-time many-to-many dis-

semination applications which usually require a large amount of bandwidth to

deliver the audio or texture data. A common solution that targets on both the
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8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

two problems would be very challenging since there are two individual objectives

(maximizing the system reachability and minimizing the server bandwidth con-

sumption) that need to be optimized respecting a large number of constraints,

such as the bandwidth limits of users, churn, avatar mobility, texture distribution,

limited size of caches, and etc.

At last, encouraged by the conclusions in this thesis, it is worth to work on

a real-world deployment of the proposal as standalone applications in the near

future to provide 3D audio and texture streaming service for users.
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9

Appendix

The following lemmas that used in this paper can be found in many references

such as [67] and [80]. We define In = I × · · · × I (n copies), where I is an open

interval.

Definition 4. The vector x = {x1, ...xn} is called majorized by the vector y =

{y1, ..., yn}, denoted by x � y, if
∑n

i=1 xi =
∑n

i=1 yi, and
∑k

i=1 x(i) ≤
∑k

i=1 y(i), k ∈
[1, n−1], where x(i) and y(i) denote the i-largest elements in x and y, respectively.

Definition 5. A function f : In → R is called Schur-convex if for any two vectors

x,y ∈ In, x � y ⇒ f(x) ≤ f(y). The function f is said to be Schur-concave if

the inequality is reversed.

Lemma 13. [67]. Let f(x) = f(x1, ..., xn) be symmetric and have a continuous

partial derivative on In. Then f : In → R is Schur-convex if and only if (xi −
xj)
(

∂f

∂xi
− ∂f

∂xj

)

≥ 0 on In. The function f is said to be Schur-concave if the

inequality is reversed.

Lemma 14. [67]. If fi is Schur-convex (concave), i = 1, 2, ..., k, and fi(x) ≤ 0

for all i and x. Then f : In → R is Schur-convex if and only if g(x) =
∏k

i=1 fi(x)

is said to be Schur-convex (concave).

Corollary 15. Let q,m ∈ R, and 0 < q < 1. Let x = {x1, ..., xm}, where xi ∈ Z.

Then
∑m

i=1 q
xi is Schur-convex on Z

m.

Proof. Consider f(y) =
∑m

i=1 q
yi , where y = {y1, ..., ym} is a vector on R

m. Since

the function f(y) is symmetric and has continuous partial derivatives on R
m.
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9. APPENDIX

Since (yi−yj)
(

∂f

∂yi
− ∂f

∂yj

)

= ln q · (yi−yj) · (qyi−qyj ) is positive for any yi, yj ∈ y,

hence f(y) is Schur-convex on R
m (Theorem A.4. in [67]). Since Z

m ∈ R
m, then

∑m

i=1 q
xi is Schur-convex on Z

m.

Corollary 16. Let m,n, j, k ∈ Z, where 1 ≤ j ≤ k ≤ n and 1 ≤ m ≤ n.

Let q = 1 − k/n. x = {x1, x2, ..., xm} is a vector on Z
m. Then

∑m

i=1C
j
xi
qxi is

Schur-convex on Z
m.

Proof. Let a ∈ Z, and 1 ≤ j < a < n− 2, it is easy to prove that Cj
a+2 − Cj

a+1 ≥
Cj

a+1−Cj
a. Hence, f1(x) = Cj

x, x ≥ j is a convex function. Then f1(x) =
∑m

i=1C
j
xi

is Schur-convex on Z
m. By Corollary 15 in the Appendix, f2(x) =

∑m

i=1 q
xi is

Schur-convex on Z
m. By Proposition E.1 in [67], g(x) = f1(x)f2(x) is Schur-

convex on Z
m.
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